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Silfversparre's Battery 
During the Civil War 
A Roster of the Swedish born Officers and Men of 
Company H, 1st Illinois Light Artillery 1862-1865 
Roger K vist* 
The Swedish artillery officer Axel Silfversparre organized Silfvesparre's battery during the end of 1861 and the beginning of 1862, with men from Chicago and surrounding Cook County, and with men from the Swedish immigrant communities in northern Illinois, including Andover, Galesburg, Knoxville, Moline, Rock Island, Rockford, Geneva and St. Charles. The German immigrant community in eastern Missouri, with towns such as Cape Girardeau, St. Louis, and Blue Island, also contributed to the battery. In Silfversparre's Battery Scandinavians were not even half the battery, although Swedes were the largest ethnic group, then came Americans, followed by Germans. 
Silfversparre's Battery was mustered into service as Company H, 1st Illinois Volunteer Light Artillery, on 20 February 1862, with Silfversparre as captain. Due to his unpopularity among his men, and trouble with his superiors -- he was court-martialed, but acquitted, twice -- Silfversparre was in August 1862 relieved from command by order of Major General W. T. Sherman. Lieutenant Levi W. Hart of Company B, 1st Illinois Volunteer Light Artillery, superseded him. Silfvesparre's friend, and co-organizer, the German born Francis DeGress, succeeded Hart in August 1863, and commanded the company to the end of the war. In spite of the change of commanders, the Swedish immigrant press called the company Silfvesparre's battery throughout the war. 
Silfversparre's Battery was the Swedish American unit that fought in most battles. Along with other Swedish American units from Illinois, the Silfversparre battery took part in the bloody battle of Shi-
*Dr. Roger Kvist is an associate professor in the Department of History, UmeA University, 901 
87 UmeA, Sweden. He is an authority on the Civil War and in the participation in that war by 
Swedish officers and men. 
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loh, Tennessee 6-7 April 1862. The battery formed a prominent part of the line of heavy guns near the Tennessee River that on the first night beat back the attacking enemy. After the battle of Shiloh it participated in the capture of Corinth, Mississippi, on 30 May 1862. In December 1862 it took part in Sherman's Yazoo expedition, one of the many failed attempts to take Vicksburg, Mississippi, and in January 1863 in the successful capture of Arkansas Post, Arkansas. During the rest of the spring of 1863 the battery belonged to the large Union force that besieged Vicksburg until the capitulation of that city on 4 July 1863. After the battle the battery contributed to the capture of Jackson, Mississippi 16 July 1863. It then stayed in Mississippi until fall, when the battery participated in the campaign to relieve Chattanooga, Tennessee, besieged by a Confederate army. 
After the successful relief of Chattanooga, Silfversparre's battery wintered in northern Alabama. In the spring of 1864, the unit joined Sherman's army in the Atlanta campaign, fighting in the battles of Kennesaw Mountain 27 June 1864 and of Atlanta 22 July 1864. During the last battle the battery lost all its guns to the attacking enemy, but the Union infantry retook them the next day. The battery then took part in Sherman's march through Georgia and the Carolinas during the fall of 1864 and the spring of 1865. Finally it participated in the grand victory review in Washington, D.C., 24 May 1865, before being mustered out at Springfield, Illinois, 14 June 1865. The battery figures prominently in the pages of Hemlandet, as the editor of the newspaper took a stand against Captain Silfversparre in his conflict with the men. 
A total of 182 soldiers served in Silfversparre's Battery during the Civil War. The present roster only contains information about the 68 of them that stated that they were born in Sweden. 
Abrahamson, John, 17, laborer, Rockford, IL. He had light hair, blue eyes, a fair complexion and was 5' 3" in height. Born in Sweden. Enlisted 25 Feb. 1862 in Rockford for three years. Mustered into service as private 20 Feb. 1862 in Chicago. Discharged 7 Oct. 1862 for disability at Quincy, IL. 
































Silfversparre's Battery During the Civil War 
private 20 Feb. 1862 in Chicago. Re-enlisted as veteran volunteer 27 Feb. 
1864. Taken prisoner at the battle of Atlanta, GA, 22 July 1864. Mustered 
out with battery 14 June 1865. 
Gustaf Johanson Ahlstrand was born 25 April 1840 in Mellby Parish Gon.). - ALCR, 
book 1, p. 22. 
Anderson, Anders [Andrew] E., 28, blacksmith, Chicago, IL. He 
had light hair, blue eyes, a fair complexion and was 5' 5" in height. Born 
in Sweden. Enlisted 21 Feb. 1862 in Chicago for three years. Mustered into 
service as private 20 Feb. 1862 in Chicago. Formerly belonged to 18th Ills. 
Vols. Inf. Sent to general hospital at Hamburg, 'IN, 30 May 1862. Deserter 
per order of Maj. Gen. H. W. Halleck, being absent 18 Aug. 1862. 
Discharged for disability 24 Oct. 
0
1862. 
Born in Jonkoping Gon.) 24 Sept. 1834. Later served in the 19th Illinois Volunteer 
Infantry Regiment. - JP, p. 426. 
Anderson, Andrew L., 20, farmer, Andover, IL. He had light hair, 
blue eyes, a fair complexion and was 5' 5" in height. Born in Sweden. 
Enlisted 25 Feb. 1862 in Andover for three years. Mustered into service as 
private 20 Feb. 1862 in Chicago. Sent to general hospital at Moscow, 'IN, 7 
June 1862. Discharged 24 Sept. 1862 on surgeon's certificate of disability 
at Quincy, IL. 
He may be identical to Anders Larson, born in Kallunga Parish (A.lvs.) 26 Oct. 1841. 
Arr. in the U.S. in 1860. - ALCR, book 1, p. 58. 
Anderson, John, 26, mechanic, Chicago, IL. He had brown hair, 
blue eyes, a light complexion and was 6' 1/2" in height. Born in Sweden. 
Enlisted 30 March 1864 in Chicago for three years. Mustered into service 
as private 30 March 1864 in Chicago. Mustered out with battery 14 June 
1865 . 
Anderson, John A., No. l, 28, carpenter, Chicago, IL. He had light 
hair, blue eyes, a light complexion and was 6' 3/4" in height. Born in 
Sweden. Enlisted 6 Jan. 1862 in Chicago for three years. Mustered into 
service as sergeant 20 Feb. 1862 in Chicago. Reduced to ranks and 
promoted to corporal 17 Nov. 1863, on account of battery only being 
allowed four sergeants. Re-enlisted as veteran volunteer 26 Feb. 1864. 
Reduced to ranks for insubordination 21 May 1864. Wounded in action at 
Dallas, GA, and sent to hospital 24 May 1864. Discharged for disability 
4 Jan. 1865 at St. Louis, MO. 171 
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Born in Nashult Parish Gon.) 18 May 1834. Arr. in the U.S. in 1853. - JP, p. 415. 
Anderson, John A., No. 2, 30, carpenter, Moline, IL. He had black hair, brown eyes, a fair complexion and was 5' 8" in height. Born in Sweden. Enlisted 29 Jan. 1862 in Moline for three years. Mustered into service as private 20 Feb. 1862 in Chicago. Re-enlisted as veteran volunteer 27 Feb. 1864. Mustered out with battery 14 June 1865 as corporal. .. 
Johan August Anderson was born in Vastra Eneby Parish (Og.) 22 Feb. 1832. -
MLCR, book 1, p. 14. 
Anderson, N .  J ., 31, tailor, Chicago, IL. He had light hair, blue eyes, a fair complexion and was 5' 8" in height. Born in Sweden. Enlisted 8 March 1862 in Chicago for three years. Missing in action at Pittsburg Landing, TN, 6 April 1862. 
Anderson, Peter, 23, laborer, Galesburg, IL. He had black hair, brown eyes, a fair complexion and was 5' 9" in height. Born in Sweden. Enlisted 15 Jan. 1862 in Galesburg for three years. Mustered into service as \ private 20 Feb. 1862 in Chicago. Sent to general hospital 3 May 1862. Died of typhoid fever 9 May 1862 on hospital boat at Pittsburg Landing, TN. 
Beckman, Charles, 34, tailor, Chicago, IL. He had light hair, blue eyes, a fair complexion and was 5' 4" in height. Born in Sweden. Enlisted 24 Feb. 1862 in Moline for three years. Mustered into service as private 20 Feb. 1862 in Chicago. Drowned at sea 31 March 1865 in the burning of the steamer General Lyon off Cape Hatteras. \ 
Benson, Henk, 26, tailor, Rockford, IL. He had light hair, blue eyes, a fair complexion and was 5' 11" in height. Born in Sweden. Enlisted 15 Feb. 1862 in Rockford for three years. Mustered into service as private 20 Feb. 1862 in Chicago. Re-enlisted as veteran volunteer 6 March 1864. Promoted to corporal 1 July 1864. Mustered out with battery 14 June 1865 as corporal. 





Silfversparre's Battery During the Civil War 
enlisted as veteran volunteer 6 March 1864. Mustered out with battery 14 
June 1865 as corporal. 
Charleston, Aaron, 18, farmer, Andover, IL. He had light hair; 
blue eyes, a fair complexion and was 5' 6" in height. Born in Sweden. 
Enlisted 25 Feb. 1862 in Andover for three years. Mustered into service as 
private 20 Feb. 1862 in Chicago. Re-enlisted as veteran volunteer 27 Feb. 
1864. Promoted to corporal 12 May 1864. Mustered out with battery 14 June 
1865 as corporal. 
Aron Carlson was born in MAlilla Parish (Kahn.) 25 July 1844. Arr. in the U.S. in 1853 
with his parents. He died 7 Feb. 1935 as the last surviving member of the Grand Army of the 
Republic (G.A.R.) in Andover. - ALCR, book 1, p. 62; book 5, page 9. 
Charleston, Nils Peter, 26, wagonmaker, Rock Island, IL. He had 
light hair, blue eyes, a light complexion and was 5' 71/2" in height. Born 
in Sweden. Enlisted 25 Feb. 1862 in Rock Island for three years. Mustered 
into service as private 20 Feb. 1862 in Chicago. Re-enlisted as veteran 
volunteer 27 Feb. 1864. Died of dysentery 4 Oct. 1864 in the ambulance 
while in pursuit of John Hood in Georgia. 
Erickson, Sven, 19, farmer, Knoxville, IL. He had light hair, blue 
eyes, a fair complexion and was 5' 8" in height. Born in Sweden. Enlisted 
26 Feb. 1862 in Knoxville for three years. Mustered into service as private 
20 Feb. 1862 in Chicago. Was left sick at St. Louis, MO, 1 April 1862. 
Returned to battery 1 May 1862. Died of remittent fever 19 Sept. 1862 in 
the regimental hospital at Memphis, TN. 
Gommerson, Clement, 36, shoemaker, Chicago, IL. He had brown 
hair, blue eyes, a fair complexion and was 5' 7" in height. Born in Sweden. 
Enlisted 15 Jan. 1862 in Rockford, IL, for three years. Mustered into service 
as private 20 Feb. 1862 in Chicago. Sent to general hospital at St. Louis, 
MO, 25 March 1862. Discharged for disability 24 Sept. 1862 at Quincy, IL. 
Enlisted again as recruit 30 March 1864 in Chicago, for three years. 
Mustered into service as private 30 March 1864 in Chicago. Mustered out 
with battery 14 June 1865. 
Godee, Seth, 26, student, Galena, IL. He had brown hair, blue 
eyes, a fair complexion and was 5' 7" in height. Born in Sweden. Enlisted 
2 March 1862 in Chicago for three years. Mustered into service as private 
20 Feb. 1862 in Chicago. Discharged for disability 20 Oct. 1862 at Mem-
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-phis, TN. Enlisted again as recruit 11 Aug. 1864 in Chicago for three 
years. Mustered into service as private 11 Aug. 1864 in Chicago. Mustered 
out with battery 14 June 1865 as corporal. 
Hagerst rom, John C. , 35, soldier, Chicago, IL. He had dark hair, 
hazel eyes, a fair complexion and was 5' 10" in height. Born in Sweden. 
Enlisted 4 Feb. 1862 in Chicago for three years. Mustered into service as 
corporal 20 Feb. 1862 in Chicago. Reduced to ranks 4 May 1863 for 
disobedience of orders. Re-enlisted as veteran volunteer 26 Feb. 1864. Sent 
to hospital 25 Aug. 1864. Died of unknown cause 15 Nov. 1864 in hospital 
at Chattanooga, TN. 
Hogberg, Olof, 44, painter, Chicago, IL. He had dark hair, blue 
eyes, a light complexion and was 5' 8" in height. Born in Sweden. Enlisted 
28 Feb. 1862 in Chicago for three years. Mustered into service as private 
20 Feb. 1862 in Chicago. Discharged 19 June 1863 for disability at 
Memphis, TN. 
Hult, Peter Olsen, 45, farmer, St. Charles, IL. He had dark hair, 
blue eyes, a light complexion and was 5' 6" in height. Born in Sweden. 
Enlisted 5 Feb. 1862 in Andover, IL, for three years. Mustered into service 
as private 20 Feb. 1862 at St. Charles. Drowned at sea 31 March 1865 m 
the burning of the steamer General Lyon off Cape Hatteras. 
Hultgren, John N., 28, laborer, Andover, IL. He had light hair, 
blue eyes, a light complexion and was 5' 8 1/2" in height. Born in Sweden. 
Enlisted 28 Jan. 1862 in Andover for three years. Mustered into service as 
private 20 Feb. 1862 at Chicago. Had his hand blown off and severely 
wounded in chest at the siege of Corinth 28 May 1862. Sent to hospital 
and discharged. Deserter per order of Maj . Gen. H. W. Halleck, being 
absent 18 Aug. 1862. Discharged 9 May 1863 at Keokuk, IA by reason of 
amputation of arm caused by gunshot wound received in action. 
Johannson, Johann, 15, laborer, Chicago, IL. He had sandy hair, 
blue eyes, a fair complexion and was 5' 8" in height. Born in Sweden. 
Enlisted 24 Feb. 1862 in Chicago for three years. Mustered into service as 
private 20 Feb. 1862 in Chicago. Remained at Larkinsville, AL as a non­






















Silfversparre's Battery During the Civil War 
Johnson, Andrew J. , 18, laborer, Chicago, IL. He had light hair, blue eyes, a fair complexion and was 5' 4" in height. Born in Sweden. Enlisted 26 Jan. 1862 in Chicago for three years. Mustered into service as private 20 Feb. 1862 in Chicago. Re-enlisted as veteran volunteer 27 Feb. 1864. Mustered out with battery 14 June 1865. 
Johnson, August, 19, gardener, Chicago, IL. He had light hair, blue eyes, a fair complexion and was 5' 11" in height. Born in Sweden. Enlisted 22 Feb. 1862 in Chicago for three years. Mustered into service as private 20 Feb. 1862 in Chicago. Re-enlisted as veteran volunteer 27 Feb. 1864. Mustered out with battery 14 June 1865. 
Johnson, Axel, 33, laborer, Chicago, IL. He had light hair, blue eyes, a fair complexion and was 5' 7" in height. Born in Sweden. Enlisted 23 Jan. 1862 in Chicago for three years. Mustered into service as private 20 Feb. 1862 in Chicago. Re-enlisted as veteran volunteer 27 Feb. 1864 and mustered again 28 Feb. 1864 at Larkinsville, AL. Severly wounded 22 July 1864 and sent to general hospital. Absent in hospital by reason of wounds; not mustered out. 
Johnson, Charles Julius, 19, sailor, Chicago, IL. He had light hair, blue eyes, a fair complexion and was 5' 8 1/2" in height. Born in Sweden. Enlisted 20 Jan. 1862 in Chicago for three years. Mustered into service as private 20 Feb. 1862 in Chicago. Re-enlisted as veteran volunteer 27 Feb. 1864. Mustered out with battery 14 June 1865. 
Johnson, Charles P., 25, laborer, Moline, IL. He had sandy hair, blue eyes, a light complexion and was 5' 6" in height. Born in Sweden. Enlisted 31 Jan. 1862 in Moline for three years. Mustered into service as wagonrnaker 20 Feb. 1862 in Chicago. Died of fever 17 May 1862 in camp No. 5 near Corinth, MS. 
Johnson, John A. , 26, wagonrnaker, Rockford, IL. He had brown hair, blue eyes, a light complexion and was 5' 9 1/2" in height. Born in Sweden. Enlisted 13 Jan. 1862 in Rockford for three years. Mustered into service as wagonmaker 20 Feb. 1862 in Chicago. Sickly until sent to general hospital 7 June 1862. Reported as discharged, but the battery ne­ver received official notice. Deserter per order of Maj. Gen. H. W. Halleck, being absent 18 Aug. 1862. 
Johnson, Sven J., 22, laborer, Galesburg, IL. He had light hair, 175 
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blue eyes, a fair complexion and was 5' 8" in height. Born in Sweden. En­
listed 1 Feb. 1862 in Galesburg for three years. Sent to general hospital 22 
March 1862. Reported discharged, battery never received official notice. 
Deserter per order of Maj. Gen. H. W. Halleck, being absent 18 Aug. 1862. 
Landstrom, John , 44, carpenter, Knoxville, IL. He had light hair, 
blue eyes, a fair complexion and was 5' 9" in height. Born in Sweden. 
Enlisted 26 Feb. 1862 in Knoxville for three years. Mustered into service 
as private 20 Feb. 1862 in Chicago. Sent to general hospital 15 April 1862. 
Died at Paducah, KY. Deserter per order of Maj. Gen. H. W. Halleck, 
being absent 18 Aug. 1862. 
Larson, Charles W ., 18, laborer, Andover, IL. He had light hair, 
blue eyes, a fair complexion and was 5' 4" in height. Born in Sweden. 
Enlisted 27 Jan. 1862 in Andover for three years. Mustered into service as 
private 20 Feb. 1862 in Chicago. Re-enlisted as veteran volunteer 27 Feb. 
1864. Mustered out with battery 14 June 1865. 
Carl W ilhelm Larson was born in Kristdala Parish (Kalm.) 19 Feb. 1846. Arr. in the 
U.S. in 1857 with his parents. His father, Charles J. Larson, served in Co. C., 43rd Illinois 
Volunteer Infantry. - C.J. Larson Papers; ALCR, book 1, p. 152. 
Larson, Lewis , 24, cabinetmaker, Knoxville, IL. He had sandy 
hair, blue eyes, a light complexion and was 5' 10" in height. Born in 
Kristianstad, Sweden. Enlisted 27 Jan. 1862 in Knoxville for three years. 
Mustered into service as sergeant 20 Feb. 1862 in Chicago. Promoted to 
quartermaster sergeant 15 Oct. 1863 at Iuka, MS. Re-enlisted as veteran 
volunteer 26 Feb. 1864. Commissioned second lieutenant but not mustered. 
Mustered out with battery 14 June 1865. 
Larson, Peter , 19, laborer, Galesburg, IL. He had light hair, blue 
eyes, a fair complexion and was 5' 4" in height. Born in Sweden. Enlisted 
27 Jan. 1862 in Galesburg for three years. Mustered into service as private 
20 Feb. 1862 in Chicago. Re-enlisted as veteran volunteer 27 Feb. 1864. 
Mustered out with battery 14 June 1865 as corporal. 
Born in Axelstorp, SkAne, 31 March 1843. Came to America in 1854 with his 
parents. Prisoner of war at the Battle of Atlanta, GA, 22 July 1864. - JP, p. 396. 
Lindman, Axel, 17, laborer, Moline, IL. He had light hair, blue 
eyes, a fair complexion and was 5' 4" in height. Born in Sweden. Enlisted 




















Silfversparre's Battery During the Civil War 
Feb. 1862 in Chicago. Re-enlisted as veteran volunteer 27 Feb. 1864. Mustered out with battery 14 June 1865. 
He was born in Jarsnas Parish (Jon.) 1 Jan. 1845. - MLCR, book 1, p. 65. 
Lindquist, Charles, 21, farmer, Andover, IL. He had light hair, blue eyes, a fair complexion and was 5' 8" in height. Born in Sweden. Enlisted 25 Feb. 1862 in Andover for three years. Mustered into service as private 20 Feb. 1862 in Chicago. Died of pneumonia 20 Feb. 1863 in the regimental hospital of the 47th Ohio Volunteer Infantry, at Young's Point off Vicksburg, MS. 
Carl Johan Jonsson Lindquist was born in Jareda Parish (Kalm.) 21 Nov. 1841. An: in 
the U.S. in 1861. - ALCR, book 1, p. 138. 
Lindvall, August, 23, farmer, Rockford, IL. He had light hair, blue eyes, a fair complexion and was 5' 11" in height. Born in Sweden. Enlisted 5 March 1862 in Rockford for three years. Corporal. Sent to general hospital at Pittsburg Landing, TN, 5 May 1862. Reported dead, but battery never received official notice. Deserter per order of Maj. Gen. H. W. Halleck, being absent 18 Aug. 1862. 
Lindval l, Lewis, 29, tailor, Andover, IL. He had light hair, blue eyes, a fair complexion and was 5' 8 1/2" in height. Born in Sweden. Enlisted 2 March 1862 in Galesburg, IL for three years. Sent to general hospital 15 April 1862. Deserter per order of Maj. Gen. H. W .  Halleck, being absent 18 Aug. 1862. 
Lofgren, Charles, 25, farmer, Andover, IL. He had light hair, blue eyes, a fair complexion and was 5' 7 1/2" in height. Born in Sweden. Enlisted 25 Feb. 1862 in Andover for three years. Mustered into service as private 20 Feb. 1862 in Chicago. Re-enlisted as veteran volunteer 27 Feb. 1864. Mustered out with battery 14 June 1865. 
Carl Johan Chesson Lofgren was born in Kristdala Parish (Kalm.) 16 May 1 833. Arr. 
in the U.S. in 1857. - ALCR, book 1,  p. 34. 
Lundgren, John A., 21, farmer, Andover, IL. He had light hair, blue eyes, a light complexion and was 5' 6 1/2" in height. Born in Sweden. Enlisted 25 Feb. 1862 in Andover for three years. Mustered into service as private 20 Feb. 1862 in Chicago. Re-enlisted as veteran volunteer 27 Feb. 1864. Mustered out with battery 14 June 1865. 
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Johan August Johanson Lundgren was born 7 Aug. 1842 in Kallunga Parish (Alvs.). 
Arr. in the U.S. in 1860 from Skolvene Parish (Alvs.). - ALCR, book 1, p. 58. 
Munson, Peter , 40, tailor, Knoxville, IL. He had dark hair, black eyes, a light complexion and was 5' 6 1/2" in height. Born in Sweden. Enlisted 19 Feb. 1862 in Knoxville for three years. Mustered into service as private 20 Feb. 1862 in Chicago. Drowned at sea 31 March 1865 in the burning of the steamer General Lyon off Cape Hatteras. 
Nanson, Andrew, 22, laborer, Chicago, IL. He had light hair, blue eyes, a fair complexion and was 5' 11" in height. Born in Denmark. Enlisted 22 Feb. 1862 in Rock Island for three years. Mustered into service as private 20 Feb. 1862 in Chicago. Sent to general hospital 15 April 1862. Deserter per order of Maj. Gen. H. W. Halleck, being absent 18 Aug. 1862. 
Nelson, August, 27, laborer, Rock Island, IL. He had light hair, gray eyes, a fair complexion and was 5' 8" in height. Born in Sweden. Enlisted 25 Feb. 1862 in Rock Island for three years. Mustered into service as private 20 Feb. 1862 in Chicago. Sent to general hospital 12 May 1862. Deserter per order of Maj. Gen. H. W. Halleck, being absent 18 Aug. 1862. 
Nelson, John, 24, teamster, Galesburg, IL. He had light hair, black eyes, a fair complexion and was 5' 7" in height. Born in Denmark. Enlisted 26 Feb. 1862 in Galesburg for three years. Mustered into service as private 20 Feb. 1862 in Chicago. Re-enlisted as veteran volunteer 27 Feb. 1864. Mustered out with battery 14 June 1865 as bugler. 
Nelson, Peter, 24, tailor, Geneva, IL. He had light hair, blue eyes, a fair complexion and was 5' 5" in height. Born in Sweden. Enlisted 4 March 1862 in Chicago for three years. Missing in action at Shiloh, 1N 6 April 1862. 
Nerro, Samuel John, 19, tailor, Geneva, IL. He had light hair, blue eyes, a fair complexion and was 5' 4" in height. Born in Sweden. Enlisted 4 March 1862 in Geneva for three years. Mustered into service as private 20 Feb. 1862 in Chicago. Re-enlisted as veteran volunteer 6 March 1864. Mustered out with battery 14 June 1865. 
Oberg, Pehr Alfred , 20, laborer, Rockford, IL. He had brown hair, dark eyes, a fair complexion and was 5' 5" in height. Born in Sweden. Enlisted 15 Jan. 1862 in Rockford for three years. Mustered into service as 
178 




























Silfversparre's Battery During the Civil War 
private 20 Feb. 1862 in Chicago. Re-enlisted as veteran volunteer 27 Feb. 
1864. Mustered out with battery 14 June 1865. 
Olson, Abraham, 18, laborer, Andover, IL. He had light hair, blue 
eyes, a fair complexion and was 5' 6" in height. Born in Sweden. Enlisted 
27 Jan. 1862 in Andover for three years. Mustered into service as private 
20 Feb. 1862 in Chicago. Re-enlisted as veteran volunteer 27 Feb. 1864. 
Mustered out with battery 14 June 1865. 
He was born in Bergsjo Parish (Gavl.) 2 Sept. 1844. Arr. in the U.S. in 1850. - ALCR, 
book 1, p. 22; SPAUS, p. _440. 
Olson, Gustaf, 23, blacksmith, Chicago, IL. He had light hair, 
blue eyes, a fair complexion and was 5' 8" in height. Born in Sweden. 
Enlisted 2 March 1862 in Chicago for three years. Mustered into service as 
corporal 20 Feb. (!) 1862 in Chicago. Re-enlisted as veteran volunteer 6 
March 1864. Promoted to sergeant 1 July 1864. Mustered out with battery 
14 June 1865 as sergeant. 
Olsson, Henry Olof, 25, clerk, Chicago, IL. He had dark hair, 
blue eyes, a light complexion and was 5' 9 1/2" in height. Born in Sweden. 
Enlisted 12 Feb. 1862 in Chicago for three years. Mustered into service as 
sergeant 20 Feb. 1862 in Chicago. Reduced to ranks 20 Feb 1863 for 
insubordination against quartermaster sergeant John R. Scupham. Re­
enlisted as veteran volunteer 26 Feb. 1864 and mustered again 28 Feb. 1864 
at Larkinsville, AL. Sent to hospital 21 Nov 1864. Discharged for 
disability 24 March 1865. 
Olson, Nils, 23, laborer, Chicago, IL. He had light hair, blue 
eyes, a light complexion and was 5' 10 1/2" in height. Born in Sweden. 
Enlisted 30 March 1864 in Chicago for three years. Mustered into service 
as private 30 March 1864 in Chicago. Mustered out with battery 14 June 
1865. 
Olsson, Peter, 27, shoemaker, Rockford, IL. He had light hair, 
blue eyes, a dark complexion and was 5' 9" in height. Born in Sweden. 
Enlisted 13 Jan. 1862 in Rockford for three years. Mustered into service as 
sergeant 20 Feb. 1862 in Chicago. Sent to general hospital at Pittsburg 
Landing, TN, 7 May 1862. Mustered as deserter 21 Aug. 1862. Returned to 
duty 24 Jan. 1863 and reduced to duty and pay shortly afterwards as 
private. Re-enlisted as veteran volunteer 26 Feb. 1864. Mustered out with 
battery 14 June 1865. 
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Pearce, Samuel, 19, machinist, Chicago, IL. He had light hair, 
blue eyes, a fair complexion and was 5' 6 3/4" in height. Born in Sweden. 
Enlisted 15 Jan. 1862 in Chicago for three years. Mustered into service as 
private 20 Feb. 1862 in Chicago. Re-enlisted as veteran volunteer 27 Feb. 
1864. Mustered out with battery 14 June 1865. 
Pearson, Olof, 18, farmer, Rockford, IL. He had dark hair, blue 
eyes, a fair complexion and was 5' 4 1 /2" in height. Born in Sweden. 
Enlisted 5 March 1862 in Rockford for three years. Discharged for 
disability 20 Oct. 1862 at Memphis, TN. 
Peters, Jonas, 18, laborer, Rockford, IL. He had light hair, blue 
eyes, a fair complexion and was 5' 4" in height. Born in Sweden. Enlisted 
25 Feb. 1862 in Rockford for three years. Mustered into service as private 
20 Feb. ( !) 1862 in Chicago. Re-enlisted as veteran volunteer 27 Feb. 1864. 
Mustered out with battery 14 June 1865. 
Petersen, John G., 44, carpenter, Chicago, IL. He had brown hair, 
blue eyes, a light complexion and was 5' 8" in height. Born in Sweden. 
Enlisted 30 March 1864 in Chicago for three years. Mustered into service 
as private 30 March 1864 in Chicago. Mustered out with battery 14 June 
1865. 
Peterson, Sven, 24, blacksmith, Chicago, IL. He had light hair, 
blue eyes, a fair complexion and was 5' 7 1/2" in height. Born in Sweden. 
Enlisted 26 Jan. 1862 in Chicago for three years. Mustered into service as 
private 20 Feb. 1862 in Chicago. Wounded at Vicksburg, MS, 3 July 1863. 
Re-enlisted as veteran volunteer 27 Feb. 1864. Promoted to corporal 1 May 
1864. Mustered out with battery 14 June 1865. 
Born in Kristdala Parish (Kaltn.) in 1843. -JP, p. 434. 
Quillen, Charles G. L., 29, blacksmith, Moline, IL. He had dark 
hair, blue eyes, a light complexion and was 5' 9" in height. Born in 
Sweden. Enlisted 30 Jan. 1862 in Moline for three years. Mustered. into 
service as private 20 Feb. 1862 in Chicago. Sent to general hospital 7 May 
1862. Reported discharged, battery never received official notice. 
Deserter per order of Maj. Gen. H. W. Halleck, being absent 18 Aug. 1862. 
Carl Gustaf Leonard Qvillen was born in Linkoping (Og.) 7 Oct. 1825. Arr. in the 
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Rouget, Emile, 39, lumberman, Chicago, IL. He had light hair, blue eyes, a fair complexion and was 5' 5" in height. Born in Sweden. Enlisted 2 March 1862 in Chicago for three years. Mustered into service as private 20 Feb. (!) 1862 in Chicago. Detailed as clerk at Memphis, TN, in April 1863. Discharged for disability 19 June 1863 in Memphis. 
Silfversparre, Axel, 28, soldier, Springfield, IL. He had blue eyes, dark hair, a light complexion and was 5' 10" in height. Born in Sweden. Enlisted 25 Dec. 1861 in Springfield, for three years. Mustered into service as captain 20 Feb. 1862 in Chicago. Relieved from command 4 Aug. 1862. Detached 15 Sept 1862 to take charge of siege guns in Fort Pickering, near Memphis, TN. His resignation accepted to take effect 22 Feb. 1863. 
Born in Strangnas (Sod.) 8 May 1834, the son of Gustaf Johan Silfversparre and 
Eva Nadeschda Groen. Carne to America in 1861. - SAA, vol. 7, p. 208. 
Svenson, Sven, 23, laborer, Chicago, IL. He had brown hair, blue eyes, a light complexion and was 5' 11" in height. Born in Sweden. Enlisted 30 March 1864 in Chicago for three years. Mustered into service as private 30 March 1864 in Chicago. Absent sick, not mustered out with battery. Mustered out 3 July 1865. 
Swanson, Nils P. , 23, laborer, Andover, IL. He had brown hair, dark eyes, a fair complexion and was 5' 9" in height. Born in Sweden. Enlisted 28 Jan. 1862 in Andover for three years. Mustered into service as private 20 Feb. 1862 in Chicago. Promoted to corporal 20 Feb. 1863. Re­enlisted as veteran volunteer 27 Feb. 1864. Died of congestion fever 7 May 1864 while on the march in Alabama. 
Nils Peter Swensson was born in Kristdala Parish (Kalm.) 27 Oct. 1836. Arr. in the 
U.S. in 1854. Brother of Sven M. Swanson (c.f. below). - ALCR, book 1, p. 14. 
Swanson, Sven M., 18, laborer, Andover, IL. He had dark hair, blue eyes, a fair complexion and was 5' 6" in height. Born in Sweden. Enlisted 28 Jan. 1862 in Andover for three years. Mustered into service as private 20 Feb. 1862 in Chicago. Died of congestion fever 17 Sept. 1863 while at home on furlough. 
Swen Magnus Swensson was born 20 Jan. 1845 in Kristdala Parish (Kalm.). An: in 
the U.S. with his parents in 1852. Brother of Nils P. Swanson (c.f. above). - ALCR, book 1, p. 14. 
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Sword, Andrew, 21, farmer, Chicago, IL. He had light hair, blue 
eyes, a fair complexion and was 5' 6 1 /2" in height. Born in Sweden. 
Enlisted 22 April 1864 in Chicago for three years. Mustered into service as 
private 22 April 1864 in Chicago. Absent sick, not mustered out with 
battery. 
Tragart h, Lewis, 18, laborer, Chicago, IL. He had brown hair, 
dark eyes, a dark complexion and was 5' 3 1 /2" in height. Born in Sweden. 
Enlisted 30 March 1864 in Chicago for three years. Mustered into service 
as private 30 March 1864 in Chicago. Mustered out with battery 14 June 
1865. 
Ludvig (Lewis) Trag11rdh was born in Nikolai Parish in Stockholm 1 Jan. 1846, the 
son of Sven Mattisson TragArdh and Maria H11kansdotter and arr. in the U.S. in 1857 together 
with his parents. He died in Chicago 26 May 1868 of injuries sustained in the war. - Kurt G. 
TragArdh, "Sven Mattison Trag11rdh, Swedish Labor Leader and Emigrant" in Swedish 
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Wahlborg, Louis, 31, joiner, Rockford, IL. He had dark hair, blue 
eyes, a fair complexion and was 5' 5 3/4" in height. Born in Sweden. 
Enlisted 15 Jan. 1862 in Andover for three years. Mustered into service as \ 
private 20 Feb. 1862 in Chicago. Re-enlisted as veteran volunteer 27 Feb. 
1864. Mustered out with battery 14 June 1865. 
Westerlund, Eric A., 23, carpenter, Andover, IL. He had dark hair, 
blue eyes, a fair complexion and was 5' 8" in height. Enlisted 28 Jan. 1862 
in Andover for three years. Mustered into service as private 20 Feb. 1862 
in Chicago. Promoted to corporal 4 May 1863. Died of congestion chills 3 
Sept. 1863 in the camp of the company at Camp Sherman, MS. \ 
He was born in Bergsjo Parish (Gav!.) 23 March 1838. Arr. in the U.S. with his 
parents in 1850. His brother Anders Westerlund served in Co. C, 43rd Illinois Volunteer 
Infantry. - Hemlandet, 23 Oct. 1861; ALCR, book 1, p. 8; SPAUS, p. 438. 
Winlof, Nils, 26, student, Chicago, IL. He had auburn hair, blue 
eyes, a fair complexion and was 5' 7" in height. Born in Sweden. Enlisted 
28 Jan. 1862 in Chicago for three years. Mustered into service as corporal 
20 Feb. 1862 in Chicago. Died of remittent fever 19 Nov. 1862 in the 
regimental hospital at Memphis, TN, after a short illness. "Very good 
soldier. " 
Wyman, Peter S., 25, blacksmith, Galesburg, IL. He had sandy 
hair, blue eyes, a light complexion and was 5' 6" in height. Born in 
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service as artificer (blacksmith) 20 Feb. ( !) '1862 in Chicago. Unable to work on account of sickness, assigned to work with the ranks. Promoted to corporal 7 Sept 1862 for goocl service and behavior during the siege of Vicksburg, MS, and Jackson, MS. Re-enlisted as veteran volunteer 27 Feb. 1864. Promoted to sergeant 12 May 1864. Killed in action 22 July 1864 by gunshot wound at the battle of Atlanta, GA. 
He came from Ysane Parish (Blek.), where he was born in 1836. - JP, p. 278. 
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Inheritance Cases in the Archives 
of the Swedish Foreign Ministry 
of Swedes who Died in America 
Nils William Olsson and Ted Rosvall* 
Introduction 
Genelogists and researchers of immigration and immigrants delight in new 
indices, tools that help them recover lost branches of their families or immigrants, 
who have disappeared in the vastness of their new country. It was therefore a 
moment of great satisfaction when the authors of this article discovered a name 
index pertaining to over 1 ,050 different dossiers in the archives of the Swedish 
Foreign Ministry ( Utrikesdepartementet) on deposit in Sweden's National Archives 
(Riksarkivet) in Stockholm. These dossiers all concern cases where a Swedish 
immigrant had died without a family or heirs in the United States and where the 
various Swedish consulates or the Swedish Embassy in Washington had assisted in 
finding basic information concerning the deceased. Thanks to these investigations, 
there are to be found in these dossiers, many important details and clues, infor­
mation that should aid researchers on both sides of the Atlantic. 
The index normally provides the following basic information for each 
individual: 
Name (surname and first names - sometimes also variant spellings or an 
"alias." 
Date of birth (in a number of cases). 
Place of birth (usually by parish, occasionally by city or county). 
Date of death. 
Place of death ( by city, town and state). 
File number of dossier. 
Additionally, there may also be information concerning "next-of-kin" in 
Sweden or other pertinent details. 
The dossiers themselves differ in size and details, but should always be 
consulted for more facts and clues not necessarily revealed in the index. 
*Ted Rosvall is a leading Swedish genealogist and is a contributing editor of SAG. He resides at 
Enasen, Falekvarna, 521 00 Falkoping, SWEDEN. 
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The dossiers concerning the United States are divided into three record 
groups - the New York (NY) dossiers; the San Francisco (SF) dossiers and the 
Washington (W) dossiers. The files themselves, however, deal with immigrants all 
over the U.S. A few of the cases deal with Canadian deaths, in which case the 
signum is (D) for Diverse or Miscellaneous. The group abbreviation as well as the 
file number (e .g. SF # 6 or W # 564) must be produced when ordering a dossier 
from Riksarkivet. The record group title is "UD:s Huvudarkiv Flc -Dossieer, Serie 
II." 
This index covers a period of time from the middle of the 1 860s to 190 1 .  
In 1902 the Foreign Ministry changed the dossier system, but inheritance cases 
like these continue up until the 1950s and there are card indices to these younger 
dossiers as well. 
List of Inheritance Files 
A.berg, August Andersson, (alias Oberg, August Andersson), formerly 
soldier and blacksmith. B. in Sjobo, Nittorp Parish (Alvs.) 7 Jan. 1 834; d. in Bear 
Lake , MI, in July 1 886. - W # 254. 
A.berg, Johan Gustaf, carpenter. No birth data, nor death data given. - W # 372. 
A.berg, Petter. No birth data given; d. in Manche ster, MD, 7 Oct. 1 888. 
Survived by a brother, Nils Johan .A.berg of Stockholm. - W # 323. 
A.gren, August, former merchant. B .  in Kampe, Llinghem Parish (Alvs .), no 
birth date given; d. ca. 1 890 (?); place unknown. - W # 521 .  
A.kerstedt, Nils Petter. B .  i n  Hlirsta, Skon Parish (Vn.) 22 June 1 854; d .  in 
St. Charles, IL, in Dec. 1 89 1 .  - W # 541 .  
A.kesson, August Andersson, (alias Mills, John), sailor. No birth data 
given; d. in Port Royal, Martinique, West Indies, 13 Jan. 1 896. His father was 
Anders .A.kesson of Bokevik, Ronneby Parish (Blek.). - NY # 104. 
A.kesson, Nils August, shoemaker. No birth data given; d. in New York, NY, 
19 Jan. 1 895. Survived by his father, Ake Olsson of Fjlirestad Parish (Malm.). -
NY # 104. 
A.Jund, Johan August Carlsson. B. in Orlunda Parish (Og.) 2 Aug. 1 836; d. 
in Quincy, IL, 20 Nov. 1 878. - W # 107. 
Asman, Anders Alfred , (alias Osman, Andrew). B. in Sillerud Parish 
(Vlirm.); no birth date given; d. in St. Paul, MN, 10 Aug. 1 887. - W # 320. 
Astrom, Johan Abraham, first mate . B. in .A.dals-Liden Parish (Vn.) 1 1  Aug. 
1 840; d. in British Columbia, Canada, 2 March 1 886. - W # 292. 
Astrom, Nils Leonard , (alias Holmberg, L.N .), major. B .  in Kviinge 
Parish (Krist.) 25 Dec. 1 823; d. in Lindsborg, KS, 22 May 1 883. - W # 291 .  
Astrom, Sven Johan, farmer. B .  in Adelov Parish (Jon.) 1 8  Feb. 1 830; d. in 
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Abrahamson, Johan Albert. No birth data given; d. in Granite Falls, MN, ca. 
1893. Survived by his sister, Klara Abrahamsson of Myckleby Parish (Got.). - SF 
# 164. 
Abrahamsson, Karl August, (alias Hoffman, A.), sailor. B. in Torso Pa­
rish (Skar.) 9 Aug. 1859; d. on board the American vessel Samuel E. Springs in 
July 1888. - NY # 43. 
Abrahamsson, Samuel , farmer (hemmansiigare). B. in Stala Parish (Got.) 2 
Aug. 1845; d. in Croton Landing, NY, 23 July 1889. - NY # 38. 
Ahlgren, Karl Gustaf. B. in Halmstad (Hall.) 26 Jan.  1841 ;  d. in St. Louis, 
MO, 1 1  May 1873. - W # 24. 
Ahlqvist, Pehr Kristian Andersson. B. in Timmele Parish (Alvs.) 1 1  Jan. 
1818; d. in Princeton, IL, ca. 1883. - W # 579. 
Ahlstrand, Johan Magnus , furrier. B. in Nashult Parish (Jon.) 16 Sept. 1827; 
d. ca. 1871, place unknown. - W # 88. 
Ahlstrand, Sven August Svensson. B. in Aseda Parish (Kron.); no birth 
date given; d. in Brookston, PA, 4 Sept. 1891.  - W # 572. 
Ahlstrom, Karl. No birth data given; d. in Hastings, Alameda Co., CA, 9 May 
1885. Survived by his sister, Clara Larsdotter of Vasterlovsta Parish (Vast.). - SF 
# 84. 
Ahlstrom, Olof Jacob, sailor. B. on Gotland; no birth date given; d. on the 
ocean off the California coast ca. 1872. Survived by his father, Carl Jacob Ahl­
strom of Rute Parish (Gotl.). - SF # 6. 
Aklif, (alias Ackliffe, Icklev, Eclipse, Eklof), Charles, sailor. No birth 
data given; d. in San Francisco, CA, 10 July 1874. - SF # 41.  
Alberg, Carl Jonsson, fresco painter. B. in Nosaby Parish (Krist.) 16 April 
1857; d. in Quincy, IL, 19 April 1893. - W # 564. 
After emigrating to the U.S. he settled in Kansas City, MO, where he had some success as 
a fresco painter. -SKL, I, p. 42. 
Alenius, John, see Johansson, Johannes. 
Alexandersson, Edward. B. in Heestrand (?); no birth date given; d. in Georgia 
ca. 1894. - W # 542. 
Alfort, Axel. No birth data given; d. ca. 1893, place unknown. Survived by his 
son, A.G.E. Alfort of fonkoping. - W # 444. 
Allison, Fredrik, see Olsson, Fredrik. 
Alm, Charley, see Jansson, Karl Victor. 
Alm, Gustaf. B. in Bjorlanda Parish (Got.) ca. 1819; d. in Union, OR, 26 April 
1873 . - SF # 12. 
Almqvist, Axel . No birth data given; d.  in Kent Co., MI, ca. 1897. His heirs 
were Jennie and Lieut. A. Holmen. - W # 667. 
Almqvist, Nils Johan. B. in Hassleholm (?) 4 April 1825; d. in Collingwood, 
Meeker Co., MN, 13 Nov. 1893. - W # 449. 
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Andersdotter, Anna Juliana , (alias Andersson, Julia). B. in Vinberg Pa­
rish (Hall.) 9 Feb. 1 826; d. in Brooklyn, NY, 22 Oct. 1 893. - NY # 72. 
Andersdotter, Sophia, m. Brown. B. in Or Parish (Alvs .) 17 Feb. 1 853;  d. in 
St. Paul, MN, 26 Dec. 1 882. - W # 147. 
Andersson, A . ,  (alias Alexanderson, A .). No birth data given; d. in Omaha, 
NE,' 1 1  Dec. 1 890. Survived by his widow, Lisa Larsdotter of Vieholmen, Hiillstad 
Parish (Alvs .). - W # 341 .  
Andersson, Alexander. B .  i n  Ljungby Parish (Hall.) 12  Oct. 1 855; d .  i n  St. 
Paul, MN, ca. 1 890. - W # 412. 
Andersson, Alexander. B.  ca. 1 848, no birth place given; d. in Caldwell, KS, 6 
July 1890. He was the son of Anders Andersson of Stockholm. - W # 525. 
Andersson, Alfred . B. in Odeshog Parish (Og.) 27 March 1 855; d. in Boulder, 
CO, ca. 1 898. - W # 725 . 
Andersson, Amanda . No birth data given; d. in New York, NY, 7 June 1891 .  
Survived by a brother, A.W. Andersson of Niishulta Parish (Sod.). - NY # 93. 
Andersson, Anders, (alias Lundberg or Lunberg). No birth data given; d. in 
San Francisco, CA, ca. 1 896. - SF # 208. 
Andersson, Anders Fredrik. B. in Nysiiter, Bjorkvik Parish (Sod.) 14 June 
1 840; d. in Looking Glass, Platte Co. ,  NE, 19 Feb. 1 887. - W # 379. 
Andersson, Anders Gustaf, blacksmith, b. in Varnum Parish (Viirm.) 25 Aug. 
1 834; d. in West Hartford, Ralls Co., MO, 21 Dec. 1 880. - W # 138 .  
Andersson, Anders Gustaf. No birth data given; d. in Bay Co. ,  Ml, in the 
Autumn of 1 889. Survived by his mother, Maria Christina Sundberg, a widow of 
Viiddo Parish (Stock.) . - W # 340. 
Andersson, Anders Gustaf, journeyman painter. No birth data given; d. in 
Jersey City, NJ, ca. 1 872. - W # 16. 
Andersson, Anders Magnus. No birth data given; d. in Wilmington, CA, ca. 
1 899. - SF # 188 .  
Andersson, Anders Peter. No birth data given; d .  in Newberry, Ml .  1 1  May 
1900. - W # 698. 
Andersson, Anders Peter . B. in Osmo Parish (Stock.) 28 March 1 849; d. in 
Canada 24 Aug. 1 891 .  - D # 9 1 .  
Anderson, Andrew. B.  in  Gunnarskog Parish (Viirm.) 2 July 1 860; d .  in 
Marinette, WI, ca. 1 890. - W # 421 .  
Anderson, Andrew. No birth data given; d. in Saginaw, Ml, ca. 1 888 (?). - W # 
378. 
Andersson, Aron, laborer. B .  in Hogsiiter Parish (Alvs .) 27 Nov. 1 857; d. in 
Central(a, Wood Co., WI, 4 June 1 886. - W # 376. 
Andersson, August. B. in Rystad Parish (Og.) 7 Jan. 1 836; d. in Sanford, FL, 
ca. 1 884. - W # 204. 
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Andersson, August Emil . B. in Valtorp Parish (Skar.) 24 April 1869; d. in 
Sioux City, IA, 7 Sept. 1891.  - W # 645. 
Andersson, August Levin . B. in Hogstena Parish (Skar.) 27 June 1867; d. in 
St. Paul, MN, ca. 1890 (?). - W # 443. 
Andersson, August Wilhelm. No birth data given; d. in Chehalis Co., WA, 8 
March 1893. - SF # 124. 
Andersson, Bengt Olof. B. in Halland liin (?), no date given; d. by drowning 
in Lake Michigan 30 Aug. 1892. - W # 445. 
Andersson, Bengt Johan, see Anderson, Benjamin John. 
Andersson, Bengta (Botilda). No birth data given; d. in Princeton, IL, ca. 
1892. - W # 579. 
Anderson, Benjamin John. No birth data given; d. in Long Island, KS, 16 
Aug. 1892. Survived by his brother-in-law, David Ahlqvist of Skovde. - W # 440. 
Anderson, Charles , (alias Karl Andersson). B. in Vasene Parish (Alvs.) 31  
March 1846; d .  in Oakland, CA, 10 Sept. 1889. Survived by his widow, Christina 
Bengtsson of Torup Parish (Hall.). - SF # 121.  
Anderson, Charles, see Andreasson, Karl. 
Andersson, Charles John. B. in Misterhult Parish (Kalm.) 10 Oct. 1846; d. 
in Chicago, IL, 19 Sept. 1873. - W # 25. 
Anderson, Charley . No birth data given; d. in the Virginia Mine, Ouray, CO, 
ca. 1896. Survived by his brother, Felix Karlsson of Aneby Parish (Jon.). - W # 
626. 
Andersson, Claes P. No birth data given; d. in Minneapolis,MN, ca. 1888. He 
was the son of Anders Magnus Petersson of Lemnhult Parish (Jon.). - W # 273. 
Andersson, Daniel August. No birth data given; d. in Minneapolis, MN, 22 
Sept. 1884. Survived by his widow, Lovisa Andersson of Stockholm. - W # 189. 
Andersson, Edvard. B. in A.rjang Parish (Vann.) 28 March 1867; d. in the 
Modoe Mine, Ward, CO, 9 Oct. 1896. - W # 580. 
Andersson, Emilia Josephina (nee Johansdotter). B. in Foss Parish (Got.) 
30 Oct. 1852; d. in Chicago, IL, 2 1  Feb. 1893. - W # 657. 
Andersson, Eva Josephina, (alias Oberg, Eva Josephina), servant (piga). 
B. in Sya Parish {Og.), no date given; d. in Little Rock, AR, ca. 1880. - W # 99. 
Anderson, Frank 0. (alias Andersson, Frans Oscar). B. in Sodra Mellby 
Parish (Krist.) 5 Feb. 1862; d. in Philadelphia, PA, 18 March 1892. � NY #  70. 
Andersson, Frans, sailor. B. in Kalla Parish (Kalm.), no date given; d. 18 Nov. 
1883, unknown where. He was the son of Anders Nilsson of Nyby, Kalla Parish 
(Kalm.). - NY # 25. 
Andersson, Frans Reinhold, laborer. B. in Norra Asarp Parish (Alvs.) 12 
July 1869; d. in Tucson, AZ, 19 Aug. 1901. - W # 724. 
Andersson, Fredrik, sailor. B. in Ranea Parish (Norr.), no date given; d. ca. 
1878; place unknown. He was the son of Anders Eriksson, a farmer in Prast­
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Andersson, Fredrik, (alias Boos, Anders Fredrik) .  B .  in Stangby Parish 
(Malm.) 8 Sept. 1 845; d. San Simon, AZ, ca. 19 Feb. 1 884. He was the son of 
Mans Boos of Hoor Parish (Malm.). - SF # 64. 
Andersson, Fredrik Ludvig, baker. No birth data given; d. in Providence , RI, 
ca. 1892. Survived by his widow, Augusta Andersson of Y stad. - NY # 58. 
Andersson, George (Gustaf), stevedore . B. ca. 1 867, no birth place noted; d. 
by drowning in New York, NY, 1 April 1 898. Survived by a sister, Hildevi 
Andersson of Bratelycke , Kristianopel Parish (Blek.). - NY # 95. 
Andersson, Gustaf, see Andersson, George. 
Andersson, Gustaf, see Andersson, Thomas. 
Andersson, Gustaf Fredrik . B. in Varnum Parish (Alvs.) 17 Nov. 1 864; d. in 
San Bernardino, CA, 15 Jan. 1 892. - SF # 169. 
Anderson, Hanna. No birth data given; d. in Denver, CO 17 Aug. 1 894. She 
was the daughter of a clockmaker named Andersson in Skopsgard, Veinge Parish 
(Hall.). - W # 646. 
Andersson, Henrik, laborer. B. in Habol Parish (Alvs.) 23 June 1 853; d. by 
drowning in Lake Michigan 1881 .  - W # 187 .  
Andersson, Isaac . B. in Bjurholm Parish (Vbn.) 2 Nov. 1 842; d. on the island 
of Fidalgo ca. 1890. - SF # 198. 
Andersson, Isak Spansk ,  sailor. B. in Smaland 5 July 1 826; d. in San 
Francisco, CA, 3 Aug. 1 876. He was the son of Lisa Andersdotter Spansk of 
Vasterhejde Parish (Gotl.). - SF # 9. 
Andersson, Jan Erik. B. in Ljusnarsberg Parish (Ore .), no date given ;  d. in 
Marque tte Co. ,  Ml, ca. 1 878. He was the son of Anders Andersson, a farmer, and 
Greta Pehrsdotter. - W # 70. 
Andersson, Johan Alfred, stonecutter. B .  in Torpa Parish (?) 1 Feb. 1853; d. 
in San Francisco, CA, ca. 1 897. - SF # 193. 
Andersson, Johan Mandel, see John M. Anderson. 
Andersson, Johan Peter, servant (drang). B .  in Ukna Parish (Kalm.) 5 Feb. 
1 858; d. in Sugar Grove, IL, 28 June 1 883. - W # 15 1 . 
Andersson, Johannes, see Andreasson, Johannes. 
Andersson, John. No birth data given; d. in Big Rapids, Ml, 21 Oct. 1 890. He 
was the son of Anders P. Andersson of Norliden, Kinnarumma Parish (Alvs.) . - W 
# 389. 
Anderson, John. B.  in Fjaras Parish (Hall.) ; no birth date given; d. in Brainerd, 
MN, 8 April 1 873 . - W # 45. 
Andersson, John, see Andersson, Olof Johannes. 
Andersson, John A. B. in Gammalkil Parish (Og.), no birth date given; d. ca. 
1 893, unknown where. He was the son of Anders Peter Johansson, a shoemaker in 
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Andersson, John August, shoemaker. B. in Vinberg Parish (Hall.); no birth 
date given; d. in Chicago, IL, 2 1  Oct. 1890. Survived by his widow, Anna Lena 
Andersson of Falkenberg. - W # 654. 
Andersson, John E. No birth data given; d. in Vallejo, CA, 6 Sept. 1899. Sur­
vived by a sister, Hilda P. Andersson of Grevie Parish (Krist.). - SF # 191 .  
Anderson, John M., (alias Andersson, Johan Mandel). B.  in Sodra Hestra 
Parish (Jon.) 5 Jan. 1868; d. in Baraga, MI, 8 July 1891 .  - W # 416. 
Andersson, Jonas. No birth data given; d. in Omaha, NE (?), 23 June 1878. 
Survived by two sisters - Maja Cajsa Andersson of Silkestad, Vase Parish (Va.rm.) 
and Anna Forsberg of Kappstad, Ostra Fagelvik Parish (Va.rm.). - W # 98. 
Andersson, Jonas , (alias Andersson, John), servant (driing). B. in Aker 
Parish (Jon.) 26 April 1840; d. in Osceola Co., MI, 30 Sept. 1881 .  - W # 226. 
Andersson, Joseph, see Hansson, Julius Emil 
Anderson, Julia, see Andersdotter, Anna Juliana. 
Andersson, Jons Peter, sailor. B. in Vasby Parish (Malm.) 4 Sept. 1858; d. in 
Denver, CO, 20 May 1893. - W # 655. 
Andersson, Karl, laborer. B. in Langserud Parish (Va.rm.) 25 Dec. 1849; d. in 
Mendocino Co., CA, ca. 1883. - SF # 49. 
Andersson, Karl Arvid. B. in Tillinge Parish (Upps.) 29 Dec. 1862; d.  in 
Janesville, WI, 28 March 1900. - W # 689. 
Andersson, Karl Johan . B. in Visnum Parish (Va.rm.) 26 March 1850; d. in 
Marquette Co., WI, 10 Jan. 1879. - W # 84. 
Andersson, Karl Johan, bookkeeper and building contractor. B. in Hammar 
Parish (Ore.) 29 May 1817; d. in Kansas ca. 1892. - W # 653 .  
Andersson, Karl M.  No birth data given; d .  in St. Paul, MN, ca. 1891 .  Sur­
vived by his brother, Anders Johan Andersson of Kisa Parish (Og.). - W # 422. 
Andersson, Karolina, nee Nilsson. B. in Ramsberg Parish (Ore.) 8 March 
1842; d. in Denver, CO, ca. 1887. - W # 441 .  
Andersson, Kristina. No birth data given; d. in New York, NY (?), ca. 1888. -
NY # 57. 
Andersson, Kristoffer, see Stalhammar, Kristoffer. 
Andersson, L.P ., carpenter. No birth data given; d. in Duluth, MN, ca. 1885. -
W # 184. 
Andersson, Lars, laborer. No birth data given; d. in Nebraska (?) in Dec. 1878. 
Survived by his widow, Sophia Hedlund of Stockholm. - W # 185. 
Andersson, Lars . B. in Artemark Parish (Alvs.); no birth date given; d. in a 
mine accident in Republic, MI, 8 Aug. 1873. Survived by his brother, Anders Bo­
lin of Billingsfors Parish (Alvs.). - W # 3 1 .  
Andersson, Lars Johan . B .  in Hulterstad Parish (Kalm.); no birth date given; 
d. in Gloucester, MA, ca. 1895. - NY # 1 10. 
Andersson, Lars Magnus . B. in Sodra Hestra Parish (Jon.) 15 Nov. 1837; d. 
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Andersson, Lars Peter . B. in Torup Parish (Hall.) 24 Sept. 1 862; d. on the 
Missouri Pacific Railroad 25 June 1 882. - W # 169. 
Andersson, Maria J .  No birth data given; d. in Grand Rapids, Ml, ca. 1 892. 
Heirs were her siblings - Otto Alfred Lundberg and Christina Lovisa Lundberg of 
Tidaholm. - W # 529. 
Andersson, Maria Sophia. B. in Bergshammar Parish (Sod.) 23 March 1 833; 
d.  in Chicago, IL, 12  Sept. 1 88 1 .  - W # 186. 
Anderson, Nels . No birth data given; d. in White Bear Lake , MN, in the 
Autumn of 1 89 1 .  Survived by his widow, Anna Andersson of Grava Parish 
(Viirm.). - W # 427 
Andersson, Nils. No birth data given; d. in Pennsylvania ca. 1 891 .  Survived by 
his widow, Johanna Christina Svensson of Halmstad. - W # 429. 
Andersson, Nils . B. in Skurup Parish (Malm.) 1 1  Nov. 1 838;  d. in Rockford, 
IL, 6 June 1 890. - W # 399. 
Andersson, Nils, see Lindstrom, Nils. 
Andersson, Nils. B. in Jarnskog Parish (Varm.) in 1 8 17; d. in Goodhue Co. , 
MN, 19  Aug. 1875. - W # 37. 
Andersson, Nils Fredrik. B. in Nedre Ullerud Parish (Varm.); no birth date 
given; d. on East River in the vicinity of New York, NY, 28 Feb. 1 887. His 
mother, Anna Andersdotter, resided at Gylterud, Nedre Ullerud Parish (Varm.). -
NY # 28. 
Andersson, Nils Johan , laborer. B. in Vrigstad Parish (Jon.) 9 Feb. 1 823; d. 
in Whitehall, MI, ca. 1 882. - W # 183. 
Andersson, Nils Lorent. B. in Ljungby Parish (?) 23 Jan. 1 852; d. in Pres­
cott, AZ, 14 Feb. 1 892. - SF # 123. 
Andersson, Nils Oscar . No birth data given; d. in South Dakota ca. 1 896. 
Survived by a brother, Sven August Andersson of Vimmerby Parish (Kalm.). - W 
# 658. 
Andersson, Nils Peter. B. in Oderljunga Parish (Kris t.) 17 March 1 849; 
committed suicide near Redwood City, CA, 3 June 1 884. - SF # 59. 
Andersson,Olof, laborer. No birth data given, d. in the Hudson River Tunnel in 
July 1 880. - NY # 1 8. 
Andersson, Olof Johannes (alias Anderson, John A.) B. in Gammalgarn 
Parish (Gotl.); no birth date given; d. in Omaha, NE, 24 June 1887. He was the 
son of Johan Sodergren, a laborer in Gammalgarn Parish (Gotl.). - W # 264. 
Andersson, Oscar Wilhelm . No birth data given; d. in Wallace, ID, 24 Nov. 
1 890. He was the son of Anders Larsson of Prippebo, Si:idra Hestra Parish (Jon.). -
W # 397. 
Andersson, Otto . No birth data given; d. in Cascade City, MT, 25 Oct. 1 898. 
He was the son of Anders and Stina Larsson of Ljusebraten, Jarbo Parish (Alvs.). 
SF # 1 89. 
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Andersson, Otto Herman, laborer. B.  in Filipstad 15 Sept. 1 863;  d. in 
Wisconsin ca. 1 890. He was the son of a civil servant named Anders B engtsson 
and his wife Carolina Pehrsdotter. - NY # 49. 
Andersson, Paul. B. in Norrvidinge Parish (Malm.) 29 Jan. 1 842; d. in Chi­
cago, IL, 14 Oct. 1 873. - W # 42. 
Andersson, Pehr August. B. in Nora Parish (Vast.) 23 Oct. 1 852; d. in a 
mine accident in the Detroit Mine , Ishpeming, MI, 3 1  Jan. 1 886. - W # 272. 
Andersson, Pehr Gustaf, farmer (hemmansiigare). B. in Tjarstad Parish (Og.) 
22 Sept. 1 83 1 ;  d. in St. Paul, MN, 4 Sept. 1 883. - W # 1 88. 
Andersson, Pehr Hjalmar. No birth data given; d. in Brooklyn, NY, 3 Aug. 
1 898. He was the son of Anders Peter Andersson of Karlsdal Parish (Ore.). - NY # 
92. 
Andersson, Pehr Oscar. B. in Torsas Parish (Kalm.) 10 March 1 865; d in 
Carlton; MN, 1 3  Sept. 1 891 .  - W # 442. 
Andersson, Peter. B. in Halland (?); no birth date given; d. in Brooklyn, NY, 
ca. 1 889. - NY # 50. 
Andersson, Peter L .  No birth data given; d. in Kent Co., MI, ca. 1 890. - W # 
387. 
Andersson, Petter. B. in Stavsinge Parish (Hall.) 15 Sept. 1 84 1 ;  d. in San 
Francisco, CA, 17 Aug. 1 89 1 .  - SF # 1 12. 
Andersson, Svante , (Svan). B .  in Harene Parish (Skar.) 3 Jan. 1 863; d. in 
Helena, MT, 8 Jan. 1900. - W # 668. 
Andersson, Thomas, (alias Andersson, Gustaf). B. in Forshem Parish 
(Skar.) 14 June 1 827; d. in Seattle ,  WA, 19 Jan. 1900. - SF # 201 .  
Andreas, Andrew, se e Dahlstrom, Anders. 
Andreassson, Johannes , (alias Andersson, Johannes ), laborer. B. in Bjor­
rod (?) 1 5  March 1 847; d. in Washington Territory in Oct. 1 886. - SF # 88. 
Andreasson, Karl, (alias Anderson, Charles). B. in Artemark Parish (Al.vs.) 
2 Jan. 1 857; d. in Rico, CO, 21 Nov. 1 89 1 .  - W # 447. 
Andren, David. B. in Goteborg (?); no birth date given; d. in Minneapolis, MN, 
1 1  Aug. 1 897. One of the heirs was N.D. Andren, a schoolteacher in Egeby, Stora 
Mellosa Parish (Ore.). - W # 615. 
Andren, Jan Jacob. B. 1 1  May 1 8 1 1 ;  no birth place given; d. in Wisconsin 
ca. 1 877. He was the son of Andreas Larsson, a farmer (hemmansii.gare) in Or 
Parish (Alvs.) and his wife Lisa Olsdotter. - W # 50. 
Appel, Alfred, se e Gustafsson, Alfred. 
Appelqvist, William, (alias Brown, William). B. on Gotland (?) ca. 1 830; 
d. on the road between Martinez and San Pablo, CA, in April 1 880. - SF # 21 .  
Asp, Anders Johan, former fireman. B. in  Sodertalj e 30  Aug. 1861 ;  d .  a t  Fort 
Sheridan, IL, ca. 1 89 1 .  - W # 448. 
Assarsson, Johan, see Hansson, Johan, sailor. 
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Axberg, Anders Gustaf, (alias Wood,William), sailor. B. in Giivle 24 May 
1 8 16; d. in San Francisco, CA, in 1863. - SF # 28. 
Backman, Johanna Charlotta (nee Svanholm). No birth data given ;  d. in 
San Francisco, CA, 1 May 1895. Survived by a son, D.S.  Backman, a dentist. -
SF # 154. 
Back, Henrik,  mine worker. B. in Grythyttan Parish (Ore.) 4 March 1 835;  d. 
Republic, Ml, 19 July 1 879. - W # 8 1 .  
Backdahl, Alfred , apothecary. No birth data given; d .  in Minneapolis, MN, 20 
Jan. 1 889. - W # 382. 
Johan Alfred Biickdahl was b. in Barkeryd Parish (Jon.) 1 842. In 1 867 he emigrated to 
America, settling first in Maiden Rock, WI. In 1 870 he established a flourishing apothecary business 
in Minneapolis, which after his death was sold to his two nephews, Johan Alfred Biickdahl, Jr. and 
Carl Anders Biickdahl. The proceeds of the sale were forwarded to Johan Alfred Biickdahl' s  aged 
mother, Margareta Biickdahl, residing in Jonkoping. - A.E. Strand, A History of the Swedish­
Americans of Minnesota, I-III (Chicago, IL 19 10), II, pp. 519 - 520. 
Balack, Anders Johan G. B .  in. Borstig Parish (Skar.) 26 March 1 849; d. in 
Moline, IL, in August 1 878. - W # 7 1 .  
Bark, Pehr Emil, (alias Burk, Peter and Bjork, Peter). B .  in Nas Parish 
(Kopp.) 2 Feb. 1854; d. in Pardee, MT, 5 Sept. 1 895. - W # 625. 
Battras, Karl Fredrik, sailor. B. In Lund 13 April 1 857; d. aboard the Feli­
citas of Manitowoc, WI, ca. 1882. - W # 136. 
Beckman, Johan Leonard, sailor. No birth data given; d. ca. 1869, unknown 
where . He was the son of Janne Beckman of Kungsbacka. - NY # 1 .  
Beckman, Karl E .  No birth data given, d .  in Pennington, WI, 1 8  May 1 898. 
He was the son of Hedda Maria Carlsdotter, a widow living in Stockholm. - W # 
67 1 .  
Behrens, Konrad. B.  in Braunschweig, Germany 1 854; d .  at the Lange Clinic in 
New York City 1 3  Feb. 1 898. - NY # 82. 
Hans Conrad Friedrich Wilhelm Behrend was b. in Sambleben, Braunschweig, Germany 
27 Jan. 1 835, the son of Carl Heinrich Behrend, a clergyman, and Louise Emerentia Krause. He 
arrived in Sweden in 1854. After some years as a businessman, he began studying voice with Isidor 
Dannstrom, Julius Gunther and I.A. Berg. He made his opera debut in Stockholm 1862. In 1 870 he 
toured Europe. From 1874 to 1880 he sang in London and from 1880 to 1887 he was engaged in 
Rotterdam, after which he joined the Metropolitan Opera in New York, where he sang until his death. 
In 1 857 he married Fanny Josephine Rubach. - SMK, I, pp. 196-197. 
Belfrage, Gustaf Wilhelm, entomologist. B. in Stockholm 12 April 1 837 
(sic !) ;  d. in Cliftpn, TX, 7 Dec. 1 882. - W # 230. 
Gustaf Wilhelm Belfrage was b. in Stockholm 12 April 1834, the son of Axel Ake 
Belfrage, a major in the Swedish Army, and Margareta Sophia Leijonhufvud. After studies at the 
Royal Swedish Forestry Institute he emigrated to the US., settling in Clifton.TX. He became a well­
known ent.omologist and shipped back to Sweden hundreds of specimens of insects collected in the U.S. - SAA, I, p. 269; Mary Colwick Orbeck, "Gustaf W. Belfrage, Texas Entomologist" in Swedish 
American Genealogist, VII ( 1987), pp. 27-3 1 .  
Bengtsson, Albin.  B. in Hoganiis Parish (Malm.) 26 Dec .  1 864; d .  in 
Bennington.VT, 24 Feb. 1 888. - W # 298 .  
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dow was Anna Maria Borjesdotter of Molndal, Goteborg. - W # 93. 
Bengtsson, Gotthilf, see Benson, Gotlieb. 
Bengtsson, Johan Elis , bartender. B. in Morup Parish (Hall.) 1849; d. in Fort 
Worth, TX, in the beginning of 1884. - W # 249. 
Bengtsson, Johan Severin, (alias Benson, Joseph S.), sailor. B. in Fal­
kenberg 19 Aug. 1842; d. in Stockton, CA, 15 March 1889. - SF # 91 .  
Bengtsson, John. No birth data given; d .  in Omaha, NE, 17 Feb. 1877. - W # 
163. 
Bengtsson, Jonas. B. in Medelplana Parish (Skar.) 27 March 1833; d. in Red 
Oak Junction, IA, 2 1  May 1874. - W # 48. 
Bengtsson, Nils ,  (alias Johnson, William), laborer. B. in Farhult Parish 
(Malm.) 1 1  Feb. 185 1; d. in the vicinity of San Mateo, CA, 19 June 1890. - SF # 
1 18, 
Bengtsson, Nils Petter, (alias Lind, N.P. ). B. in Orkelljunga Parish (Krist.) 
no birth date given; d. in Paxton, IL, ca. 1891.  - W # 394. 
Bengtsson, Peter. B. in Veberod Parish (Malm.) 28 Nov. 1864; d. in Dickinson, 
ND, 25 Sept. 1893. - W # 633. 
Bengtsson, Trued, (alias Moore, Charley), sailor. B. in Brakne-Hoby Parish 
(Blek.) 31  May 1833; d. in San Francisco, CA, ca. 1882. - SF # 53. 
Bennett, Nicolaus Fredrik, mineworker. No birth data given; d. in San 
Francisco, CA (?), ca. 1882. He was the father of twins, Fredrik Washington and 
Fredrika Maria, b. 20 Feb. 1876. - SF # 44 
He may be identical to Nicholas Frederick Benet, native of Sweden, who became a 
naturalized U.S. citizen in the City Court of Baltimore, MD 17 Oct. 1848. - Naturalization Record No. 
1 8 1 19, Hall of Records, Annapolis, MD. 
Benson, Gotlieb , (alias Bengtsson, Gotthilf). B. in Brunnby Parish 
(Malm.) 28 Aug. 1866; d. in Omaha, NE, 10 April 1890. - W # 393. 
Benson, Joseph S., see Bengtsson, Johan Severin. 
Benson, Karl August, (alias Berndtsson, Carl August), rnineworker. B. 
in Goteborg 5 Jan. 1853; d. in Mono Co., CA, ca. 1883. - SF # 68. 
Berg, Johan, see Johansson, Johan. 
Berg, Johan August. B. in Vastervik 28 May 1832; d. in San Francisco, CA, 
15 Feb. 1887. - SF # 82. 
Bergenstrale, Knot Axel Gustaf, mining engineer. B. In Kristianstad 15 
June 1858; d. in Pottstown, PA, 15 Dec. 1885. - W # 222. 
He was b. on Bergkvara estate in Bergunda Parish (Kron.) 15 Aug. 1858 (sic!), the son of 
Gustaf Ulrik Bergenstrale, a Swedish civil servant, and his second wife, Countess Charlotta Sophia 
Posse. He d. in Pottstown, PA 15 Dec. 1 885. - SAA, I, p. 332. 
Berger, Charles, see Bergstrom, Karl Birger. 
Bergeson, John. No birth data given; d. in San Bernardino, CA, ca. 1893. He 
left the following heirs in Halland - Carl Gustaf, Johan August, Bengt, Anders and 
Charlqtta Bergeson. - SF # 125. 
Bergfors, Petrus Johansson. B. in Vibyggera Parish (Vn.) 19 March 1866; d. 
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in Winnipeg, Canada, 12 Nov. 1898. - D # 134. 
Berggren Charles, see Johannesen, Karl. 
Berggren, Jons Peter. No birth data given; d. in Mariadahl, Pottawatomie Co., 
KS, in 1884. - W # 269 .. 
Berggren, M.L. No birth data given, d. in Houston Co., MN, ca. 1896. Sur­
vived by a sister, Clara Nicolina Johnson in Majorna, Goteborg. - W # 636. 
Berggren, Pehr (Peter) Mansson , smith. B. in bstra Herrestad Parish 
(Krist.) 23 May 1859; d. at Fort Elliot, TX, 26 June 1888. - W # 328. 
Berggren, Sten, sailor. No birth data given; d. in the U.S. Navy ca. 1888. He 
was the son of Lovisa Albertina Berggren in Stockholm. - W # 274. 
Berglund, Louisa A. or Anna Lovisa. B. in Eksjo 1 1  March 1860; d. in 
New York, NY, 23 Feb. 1897. - NY # 91 .  
Bergman, Gustaf F .  No birth data given, d. in  Cook Co., IL, ca. 1881.  - W # 
229. 
Bergman, Hans Robert. No birth data given; d. in Brooklyn, NY, 3 July 1882. 
- NY # 17. 
Bergqvist, Anders . B. in Hjulsjo Parish (Ore.); no birth date given; d. in a 
mine accident in Wisconsin ca. 1880. - W # 104. 
Bergqvist, Birger, cattle merchant. B. in Karlskrona 12 May 1865; d. by 
drowning in Montana 28 May 1893. He was the son of Ches August Bergqvist and 
Julia Rosalie Gulin of Karlskrona. - W # 558. 
Bergqvist, Erik Gustaf. B. in Fryksiinde Parish (Viirm.); no birth date given; 
d. 28 Aug. 1892, place unknown. He was the son of Lars Bengtsson of Torsby 
Parish (Viirm.). - W # 537. 
Bergstrand, Karl Johan (alias Strand, Charles Francis). No birth data 
given ; d. in Boston, MA, 13 Aug. 1872. Survived by his widow, Anna Gustava 
Bergstrom of Stockholm. - W # 148. 
Bergstrom, Brita Larsdotter . B. in Rodon Parish (Jiimt.) 8 Sept 1823; d. in 
La Crosse, WI, 31 March 1878. - W # 91 .  
Bergstrom, Karl Birger, (alias Berger, Charles). No birth data given; d. in 
Delano, CA, 6 Nov. 1888. He was the son of Matthias Alfred Bergstrom of Visby. 
- SF # 113 .  
Bergstrom, Pehr Arvid Tycho, travelling salesman. No birth data given; d. in 
Stockholm ca. 1892. Survived by his brother, J.A.T. Bergstrom of Stockholm. -
NY # 62. 
Berndtsson, Karl August, see Benson, Karl August. 
Beselin (Breslein), Otto , laborer. B. in Uppsala ca. 1853 ; d.  in the Hudson 
River Tunnel in July 1880. - NY # 18. 
Beurgen, Medora Lavinia, see Bjuggren, Medora Lavinia. 
Billborg, Nils Olof Larsson . No birth data given; d. by drowning near New 
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Billing, Peter, (alias Simon, Olof), drayman. B. in Sundsvall 26 Sept. 1832; 
d.  in San Francisco, CA, 24 Nov. 1877. - SF # 22. 
Bjuggren, Medora Lavinia, (alias Beurgen, Medora Lavinia). B. in 
Stockholm, no birth date given; d. in Chicago, IL, 23 June 1866. Survived by 
daughter, Sophia Adele Backstrom, nee Bjuggren, of Stockholm. - W # 61 .  
Bjur, Amalia Johanna. No birth data given; d .  in New York, NY, 1 Oct. 1898. 
She was the daughter of Carl Bjur of Norrkoping. - NY # 97. 
Bjorck, John (Jons). No birth data given; d. in Traverse County, MN, ca. 
1891.  He had a sister, Olena Lindahl of Vanga Parish (Krist.). - W # 424. 
Bjork, Pehr Emil, see Bark, Pehr Emil. 
Bjorkander, Alfred . No birth data given; d. in San Francisco, CA, ca. 1893. -
SF # 126. 
Bjorkman, Johan August .  B. in Stockholm (?); no birth date given; d. in San 
Francisco, CA, 8 Sept. 1872. Survived by his sister, Elise Bjorkman of Stock­
holm. - SF # 8. 
Bjorner, John Arvid. No birth data given; disappeared. His heirs were identical 
to those of Capt. L.A. Flory. - NY # 54. 
Blad, Sven Nilsson . B. in Brandstad Parish (Malm.) 1 May 1841; d. in Otter 
Tail Co. ,  MN, 30 Jan. 1890. - W # 396. 
Blessingh, Carl Louis A.L. von, lieutenant. B. 1829, birth place not given; 
d. in Toledo, OH, 15 July 1887. - W # 3 18. 
Louis von Blessingh was the son of Carl Adam von Blessingh, captain in the Prussian 
Army, and Sophia Carolina Christiana Fredrika Augusta Agneta von Zanthier. He lost a fortune by 
gambling and absconded to America. - SAA, I, p. 428. 
Blom, Gustaf. B. in Hoganas Parish (Malm.) 26 April 1847; d. Irvin, PA, 21 
March 1890. - W # 450. 
Blom, Oscar, see Soderblom, Oscar. 
Blomqvist, Hannah. B. in Jamshog Parish in 1821;  d. in Galesburg, IL, ca. 
1888. - W # 343. 
Bloom, Beata, see Segerlund, Brita Catharina. 
Bock, Gilius Giliusson. No birth data given; d. in Lansing, IA, 18 
Aug. 1868. - W # 6. 
Bodell, Johan Erik, plantation owner in Haiti. No birth data given; d. in New 
York, NY, 27 Aug. 1847. - W # 10. 
Boos, Anders Fredrik, see Andersson, Fredrik. 
Bolin, Karl , tailor. No birth data given, d. in Portland, OR, 23 Feb. 1891 .  Sur­
vived by a sister, Anna Liljeborg of Arboga. - SF # 127. 
Boman, A.J. No birth data given; d. in Chicago, IL, 24 Dec. 1874. Survived by 
a sister, Emelie Johnsson of Vastervik. - W # 54. 
Boman, Anders , (alias Bowman, Andrew) . B. in Svardsjo Parish (Kopp.) 9 
Oct. 1844; d. in Richland Parish, LA, in the Spring of 1878. - W # 86. 
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Boman, Karl Fredrik, (alias Bowman, Charles ). B.  in Stockholm 23 April 
1801; d. in Key West, FL, 31  March 1875. - W # 80. 
Borg, Johan Ericksson, laborer. No birth data given; d. in Denver, CO, 27 
Nov. 1892. He was the son of Erik Pehrsson of Storangstorp in Karlskoga Parish 
(Ore.). - W # 635. 
Borgstrom, A..ke Pehrsson . No birth data given; d. in Lane Co., OR, 10 July 
189 1. Survived by his sister, Botilda Pehrsson Collin of Brakne-Hoby Parish 
(Blek). - SF # 110. 
Botvid, Andrew, see Botvidsson, Anders Johan. 
Botvidsson, Anders Johan, (alias Botvid, Andrew). B .  in Vastra Eneby 
Parish (Og.) 5 April 1863; d. in Plattsmouth, NE, 1 1  March 1893. - W # 451.  
Bowman, Andrew, see Boman, Anders. 
Bowman, Charles, see Boman, Carl Fredrik. 
Brage, Karl August, laborer. B. in Harstad Parish (Og.) 29 Sept. 1856; d. in 
Jerome, KS, ca. 1890. - W # 390. 
Brandt, Jonas Jonsson. No birth data given; d. in the 1860s, place unknown. -
W # 452. 
Branstrom, August .  B. in Neder Kalix Parish (Norr.) 22 Feb. 1867; d .  in 
Chicago, IL, ca. 1898. - W # 608. 
Brauer, Frans Edvard Victor , (alias Brown, A.). B.  in Hovmantorp Parish 
(Kron.) 22 March 1857; d. ca. 1885, unknown where. - W # 22 1. 
Briskby, Erik Eriksson. B. in Tocksmark Parish (Varm.) 19 April 1829; d. in 
Dassel, MN, in Dec. 1882. - W # 256. 
Brolin, Karl Gustaf. B. in Bjorkvik Parish (Sod.) 16 Nov. 1856; d. in Delta 
Co., MI, ca. 1895. - W # 566. 
Broon, Fredrik Leonard, see Brun, Fredrik Leonard . . 
Brostrom, Karl, (alias Ostrom), laborer. B .  in Oskarshamn (?), no birth date 
given, d. in Clarinda, IA, 18 Oct. 1890. - W # 395. 
Brown, A., see Brauer, Frans Edvard Victor. 
Brown, Augusta Lovisa, nee Jarl. No birth data given; d. in New York, NY, 
7 Jan. 1892 . - SF # 173. 
Brun, Fredrik Leonard, (alias Broon, Fredrik Leonard). No birth data 
given; d .  in Grand Forks, ND, date unknown. Survived by his brother, Olle 
Johansson Brun of Asen, Sundsjo Parish (famt). - W # 63 1 .  
Brunson, John. No birth data given; d. in Chicago (?) ca. 1878 (?). - W # 377. 
Brunstedt, Johan Olof, tailor;. B. in Alem Parish (Kalm.) 31 Oct. 1864; d. in 
Windham, NY, 31  July 1901. - NY # 120. 
Burk, Peter, see Bark, Pehr Emil 
Carlsdotter, Cecilia.  B.  in Hjortsberga Parish (Blek.) 7 Aug. 1855; d. m 
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Swedish Inheritance Cases 
Carlsson, Alfred Leander. B. in Algutsboda Parish (Kron.) 27 Feb. 1854; d. 
in Red Wing, MN, 8 Oct. 1880. - W # 149. 
Carlsson, Anders Peter, see Thomson, Peter. 
Carlsson, Bror August . B. in Soderakra Parish (Kalm.) 3 April 1865; d. in 
Vermont 20 Aug. 1895. - W # 585. 
Carlson, Charles, (alias Carlsson, Carl Johan), sailor. B. in Karlskoga 
Parish (Ore.) 23 Oct. 1862; d. on board the U.S.S. Idaho in the autumn of 1883. -
SF # 60. 
Carlson, Charles G. B. in Motala 23 Dec. 1864; d. in Adrian, MI, ca. 1890. -
W #  526. 
Carlsson, Erick. No birth data given; d. in California ca. 1897. He was the son 
of Anna Christina Kingren of Skogalund, Karlskoga Parish (Ore.). - SF # 212 .  
Carlsson, Frans August. No birth data given; d .  in Madison, WI, 1 1  Sept. 
1868. - W # 15. 
Carlsson, Goran. B. in Ljusnarsberg Parish (Ore.) 2 1  March 1845; d. in 
Hennepin Co. ,  MN, in 1889. - W # 338. 
Carlsson, Gustaf. No birth data given; d. in Peoria, IL, ca. 1899. He was the 
son of Carl Magnusson, a crofter in Hogebo, Sandsjo Parish (Kron.). - W # 670. 
Carlsson, Gustaf Victor. B. in Gladhammar Parish (Kalm.) 10 Feb. 1866; d. 
in Bloomfield, NE, 7 July 1893. - W # 561.  
Carlsson, Gustaf Wilhelm. B. in Norrbarke Parish (Kopp.) 25 Dec. 1861 ;  d. 
in Poplar, WI, in Aug, 1896. - W # 707. 
Carlsson, Johan, (alias Carlsson, John). B. in Viixjo 28 Sept. 1864; d. in 
an accident in the American Eagle Mine, CO, 1 Jan. 1898. - W # 660. 
Carlson, Johan Alfred, sailor. B. in Viistra Stenby Parish (Og.) 13 May 1876; 
d. by drowning while on duty on board the coastal vessel Patterson 27 Oct. 1900. 
- W # 726. 
Carlsson, J oho, see Carlsson, Johan. 
Carlsson, John, sailor. B. in Siivar Parish (Vbn.) ca. 1853; d. by drowning on a 
journey between Hong Kong and San Francisco, CA, 30 Nov. 1875. - SF # 17. 
Carlsson, John Alfred . No birth data given; d. in Marquette Co., MI, ca. 
1899. He was the son of Karl Johansson of Artemark Parish (Alvs.). - W # 623 . 
Carlsson, Jonas (John). No birth data given; d. in Minneapolis, MN, ca. 1887. 
He was the son of Carl Jonasson of Jiitsberg, Jiit Parish (Kron.). - W # 299. 
Carlsson, Karl Alfred . B. in Tolo Parish (Hall.) 14 Feb. 1848; d. in South 
Chicago, IL, 20 Feb. 1891 .  - W # 391 .  
Carlsson, Karl Alfred. B. 2 1  April 1870; no birth place given; d. in Portland, 
OR, in May 189 1 .  He was the son of Maria Gustava Larsson, a widow in 
Askersund. - SF # 128. 
Carlsson, Karl Edvard . B. in St. Per Parish (?) 29 Dec. 1873; d. in Passaic, 
NJ, 26 May 1901. - W # 714. 
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Carlsson, Karl Johan, see Carlson, Charles. 
Carlsson, Karl Johan, sailor. B. in Karlshamn (?) 10 Nov. 1 860; d. in 
Galveston, TX, 29 July 1 887. - W # 263. 
Carlsson, Karl Otto. b. in Haggeby Parish (Upps.) 3 1  July 1 854; d. in Lucas 
Co., IA, in 1 885. - W # 228 . 
Carlsson, Nils Albert. B.  in Askome Parish (Hall.) 20 May 1 869; d. in 
McKeesport, PA, in April 1 892. - W # 553. 
Carlsson, Olof. No birth data given; d. ca. 1 868; place unknown. He was the 
son of Karl Andersson of Kalvhult, Forlanda Parish (Hall.). - NY # 2. 
Carlsson, Oscar, sailor. No birth data given; d. by drowning in the Columbia 
River 23 June 1 884. He was the son of Carl Johan Gustafsson of Morlanda Parish 
(Got.). - SF # 55. 
Carlsson, Svante. No birth data given; d. in Cambria, PA, 4 Oct. 1 887. - W # 
358. 
Carlson, Sven, sailor. B. in Barkaryd Parish (Jon.) 29 June 1 832; d. in Chicago, 
IL (?), ca. 1 873. - W # 27. 
Carlsson, Swan August. No birth data given, d. in Manitoba, Canada, 20 Oct. 
1 886. He was the son of Johanna Maria Jonsson of Bergsmala, Eringsboda Parish 
(Blek.). - D # 68. 
Carlsson-Forsberg, Lars August. B. in Fellingsbro Parish (Ore.) 23 Aug. 
1 843; d. in Shawnee Co., KS, in 1 872. - W # 47. 
Carson, Mathilda, (alias Lind, Tillie). B. in Madesjo Parish (Kalm.) 20 July 
1 853; d. in Spokane Falls, WA, in 1 884. - SF # 83. 
Cavallin, Karl Samuel , jeweler. B. in Kristianstad 8 Oct. 1 8 10; d. in Fre­
dericktown, MO, ca. 1 878. - W # 142. 
He was b. in K.ristianstad 8 Oct. 1 8 10, son of Peter Samuel Cavallin, a medical doctor, and 
Rebecka Catharina Asp. At first he established himself in Malmo as a jeweler but in 1 847 he 
emigrated to America, settling in Fredericktown, MO, where he d. - Berndt Samuel Christian 
Cavallin, Sldkten Cavallinfrdn Hdldala (Stockholm 1919), p. 239. 
Cederberg, Anna Christina Andersdotter. B .  in Barva Parish (Sod.) 14 
April 1 822; d .  in Stockholm 17 July 1 878. - NY # 8. 
Cedergren, Peter Johannes, sailor. B. in Vamlingbo Parish (Gotl.); no birth 
date given; d. in Kansas City, KS, 3 Dec. 1 889. - W # 453. 
Cederlof, Johan Magnus Fredrik. B. in Stockholm 3 March 1 85 1 ;  d. in the 
County House in Schenectady, NY, 27 March 1 895. - NY # 73. 
Ceder(lund), Isak. B. in Pitea 13 June 1 850; d. in Calcasien Parish, LA, 4 July 
1 882. - W # 179. 
Cederqvist, Johan August .  No birth data given; d. in Portland, OR, 21 Dec. 
1 891 .  Survived by a sister, Carolina Cederqvist in Visby. - SF # 120. 
Chelstrom, Anders (Andrew), mineworker. No birth data given; d. in Clear­
field Co., PA, 9 Jan. 1 887. - W # 259. 
(to be continued) 
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Genealogical queries from subscribers to Swedish American Genealogist will 
be listed here free of charge on a "space available" basis. The editor reserves the right 
to edit these queries to conform to a general format. The enquirer is responsible for the 
contents of the query. 
Johansson 
I am trying to locate my father's sister, Ebba Elisabeth Linnea Johansson, 
who arr. in the U.S. some time between 1900 and 1910. She m. a man by the 
name of Oscar Al Andersson, who also hailed from Sweden, more specifically the 
province of Bohuslan. The couple had three of four children, the youngest b. 1918, 
the same year in which Ebba died. At first the family res. in New York City but 
subsequently moved, where I don't know. I'd appreciate any help I can get. 
Marjorie Onstad 
N 5540 County J 
Ladysmith, WI 54848 
Ordell/Olsson 
11 2 0  
Our great grandfather, Lars Eric Olsson, changed his surname to Ordell 
the first time he came to America in 1881 .  He returned to Sweden in 1885, 
carrying a certificate signed by two clergymen in Chicago, M.W. Eklund and 
Gustaf Petersson, to the effect that he was eligible to marry. He remarried in 
Sweden 1886 and returned to the U.S. the same year. He again returned to Sweden 
in 1889, settling in Alvestad in Kumla Parish (Ore.). He once again came to 
America with his dau., Ida Amalia, b. 27 Oct. 1890. I have several questions to 
which I am seeking answers: 
a. Documentation regarding Ordell's first trip to America. 
b. Documentation regarding his subsequent visits. 
c. Who were the Chicago clergymen who signed his certificate? 
Judith E. Eggers 
52B White Street 
Eatontown, NJ 07724; e-mail <festwiz@aol.com> 
Sahlqvist, Salquist, Solquist 
11 2 1  
I am looking for information concerning my fiance's genealogical back­
ground. It begins with his great grandfather, John Oscar Sahlquist, who came from 
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Overbo in Jung Parish (Skar.) and settled at first in Emerson, NE. In 1 889 he 
moved to Spooner, WI. Two years later he moved to Washburn, WI, where he 
acquired 1 60 acres of land, and where succeeding generations have lived up until 
the present day. We would like to know more about the Sa(h)lquist past in 
Vastergotland. 
Betsy J. Schneider 
1304 Devney Drive 
Altoona, WI 54 720 
Bergeson 
1 1 2 2  
I am currently researching my family and need some information con­
cerning my great great grandparents. My great-great-grandfather's name was John 
Bergeson, who in his marriage to my great great grandmother had a son named 
Albert Olaf Bergeson, b. 23 Dec. 1 897 and d. 11 Feb. 1980. After his wife d., 
John Bergeson married a woman named Anna, with whom he had five children . of 
which the oldest was George Leander, b. 23 Oct. 1907. The other four were - Carl, 
Bertha, Ethel and Ruth. I would really appreciate any information that might 
surface. 
Tammy Bergeson 
3400 Pierce Avenue ,  # 455 
Peshtigo, WI 54143 
Heirs of Robert Strom 
1 1 2 3  
We are looking for heirs of Robert Strom in order to se ttle an estate. His 
father, Samuel Johansson, was b. in Ammeberg in the province of Narke 28 Feb. 
1 884, the son of Johan Johansson. His mother was Alma Teresa Gustafsson, who 
was b .  in Stenfors, possibly Kronoberg liin, 20 July 1 885.  Robert Strom's first 
cousins, probably living in Sweden, are the closest heirs . 
Loren J. Bialek, % Mazel Equities 
58 1 Eureka Street  
San Francisco, CA 94114-3 146; toll-free (800) - 434 7702 
Brunsell 
1 1 2 4  
I am seeking information on my great-grandmother's cousin, Henrik Albin 
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Brunsell, b. in Sundsvall 30 Oct. 1881 .  On 11 Sept. 189 1 he was brought to 
Wisconsin by his father, Henrik Henriksson Brunsell. He was confirmed 2 March 
1897 and married 11 April 1905, after which he moved from Wisconsin. 
Mike Knudson 
422 Garden Drive 
Bismarck, ND 58504 
Johnson 
11 2 5  
I am searching for information on John Johnson, b .  in Morrum Parish 
(Blek.) 12 Sept. 1859, who emigr. from Malmo to Crookston, MN. In the census 
of 1905 he is listed as res. in St. Hilaire, Red Lake Co., MN, and in the 1910 
census he is res. in Thief River Falls, Pennington Co. , MN. According to the 
1920 census he lived at 408 West Laurel Street, Stillwater, MN, with his wife 
Christina and six children; 
a. AlfredJohnson, b. in July 1885 or 1886, m. to Lillian, with whom he 
had two sons - Earl J. and Donald J. in addition to a dau. Margaret L. 
b. Annie (Anna), b. in Sept. 1888 or 1889. 
c. Emma, b. in March 1889 or 1890. 
d. Ida, b. in Sept. 1891 or 1892. 
e. Esther, b. in Oct. 1895. 
f. Florence (Florina), b. in Feb. 1898. 
I am planning a trip to Minnesota this year, hoping to meet some of 
these families or their descendants. 
Rune Wanggard 
Dahlenvagen 2 
293 42 Olofstrom, Sweden. 
E-mail <runewanggard@olofstrom.mail.telia.com> 
Sandberg 
11 2 6  
I am seeking information on Linus Alexander Sandberg, b .  in Bergsvik­
en, Pitea Parish (Norr.) 16 Jan. 1889. He emigr. to the U.S. in 1906, presumably 
going to Duluth, MN. I will appreciate any help I can get. 
Katarina Hultin 
Eriksbergsgrand 10 C 
871 32 Harnosand, SWEDEN 11 2 7  
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Wickman, Wikman 
I am researching the background of my paternal grandfather, Charles 
Magnus Wickman (in Sweden known as Karl Magnus Johansson Wikman), b. in 
Hedemora (Kopp.) 1 1  March 1 864. He emigr. to Chicago, where he m. Alma Carl­
son some time between 1 890 and 1 895 and with whom he had five sons, of which 
the middle son, my father, was b. in 1 899. Can anyone help me? 
Charles H. Wickman 
P.O. Box 1 83 
Minocqua, WI 54548 
Lindholm, Nelson 
11 2 8  
I am looking for information concerning my grandparents and would 
appreciate any help I can get. 
My grandfather, Werner Lindholm, was b. in Stockholm in 1 883 (?) and 
emigr. to the U.S. and d. in Buffalo, NY, 5 Nov. 1934. He was m. to my grand­
mother, Signe Ann Nelson, b. in Stockholm 10  Oct. 1 896, who d. in Buffalo, 
NY, 27 Dec. 1965. The couple had two sons - Earl and Elmer, both b. in Buffalo. 
Sharon A. Lindholm Wasmund 
7215 Willow Way, Whitehall Village 
Fairview, PA 16415-1537 
Gustafsson, Johnson 
11 2 9  
I am looking for information concerning five cousins of my grandmother, 
who all came to America: 
a. Andor Gustafsson, b. in Alna Parish (Vn.) 1 0  March 1 885,  who 
emigr. to the U.S. in the early 1900's and in 1947 was living at 485 1 W Race 
Ave . ,  Chicago, IL. 
b. Gerda Johnson, nee Gustafsson, b. in Alna 26 Feb. 1 889, who re s. in 
the Chicago area 1946. 
c .  Johan Gustafsson, b .  in Alno 25 July 1 88 1 ;  emigr. 1 90 1 .  
d .  Verner Gustafsson, b .  in Alna 9 May 1 886; emigr. 1905. 
e. Victor Gustafsson, b. in Alna 26 Feb. 1 888; emigr. 1906. 
Bjorn Lindholm 
Viistra Hjoggbole 136 
93 1 94 Skelleftea, SWEDEN 




I am looking for information concerning Alfrid Johansson Winberg, b. in 
Holsljunga Parish (Alvs.) 29 May 1 859, the s. of Johan Justus Winberg and 
Augusta Eleonora Andersdotter. In 1 88 1  Alfrid m,oved to Boras, where he m.  
Josephina Charlotta Johansson from Torpa Parish. In  1 883 Alfrid and Josephina 
moved to Malmback Parish (Jon.) and after a brief while in this parish they had a 
stillborn female child. On 2 May 1 883 the couple left Malmback, moving to 
Knutby Parish (Stock.), but the Knutby records indicate that they never arrived 
there , but have disappeared from the Malmback records. Alfrid had twin brothers, 
Peter and Severin Winberg, who ernigr. to the U.S. in 1 891  settling in Galesburg, 
IL. Can anyone tell me what happened to Alfrid Winberg? 
Hal Bern 
2341 East Lynnwood Drive 
Longview, WA 98632 
E-mail: <halby5443@aol.com> 
J ohannesson, Bern 
11 3 1  
Johannes Johannesson was b. in GrolandaParish (Skar.) 6 Oct. 1 8 19, the 
s. of Johannes Berntsson andMaja Bryngelsdotter. He had an older brother named 
Andreas and a younger brother, Jonas, the latter b. in Hallestad Parish, where the 
family had moved in 1 825. Jonas arr. in the U.S. in 1862, se ttling in Galesburg, 
IL, calling himself John Johnson Bern. The records indicate that Johannes left 
Hallestad for Goteborg in 1 844. Does anyone have any information as to what 
became of Johannes? 
Hal Bern 
2341 East Lynnwood Driv 
Longview, WA 98632 
E-mail: <halby5443 @aol.com> 
Andersson, Jonasson, Nilsson, etc. 
11 32  
Who knows something about my relatives, who ernigr. from Smaland to 
Ottumwa and other places in Iowa during the late 1800s: 
a. Carl Johan Andersson, b. 7 March 1 839; his wife, Eva Sophia Zakris­
dotter, b. 17 Feb. 1 840; and their children - Carl Oscar, b. 1 Dec. 1 868 and Hilma 
Sophia, b. 1 Dec. 1864, ernigr. to Ottumwa in 1 876. 
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b. August Jonasson, b. 12 Dec. 1 857, emigr. to Iowa in 1 880. 
c. Johanna Nilsdotter/Andersson/Nilsson, b. 20 Sept. 1 829, had the fol­
lowing children,who emigr. - Thilda Lovisa Nilsdotter, b. 5 Dec. 1 853, to America 
1 872; Carl Emil Frithiof Nilsson, b. 27 Feb 1 860, came to America 1 880; Gustaf 
Reinhold Nilsson, b .  2 1  June 1 865 came to Chicago 1871  toge ther with his mo­
ther Johanna. 
d. Maja Lisa Nilsdotter, b. 3 June 1 823, came to Ottumwa 1 87 1 .  
e .  Lovisa Nilsdotter, b .  16 May 1 834, to Minnesota 1 868. 
f. Eva Catharina Gabrielsdotter, b. 9 Jan. 1 822 and her dau. Anna Lovisa 
Johansdotter, b. 4 March 1855, came to Albia, IA, 1876. 
g. Christina Sophia Johansdotter, a sister of Anna Lovisa (see f), b. 10 
Sept. 1 85 1 ,  came to America 1874. 
h. Carl Anders Svensson/Isaksson, b .  23 Sept. 1 859, arr. in America 
1888 .  
i .  Selma Catharina Carlsdotter, b . 10  July 1 867, came to America 1 89 1 .  
All of these people came from the parishes of Vetlanda, Mellby and Ek­
sjo,  all in Jonkoping liin. 
R.D. Nelson 
5408 South Brandon Street  
Seattle, WA 98 11 8-2525 
Newman, Nyman 
11 3 3  
I am seeking information on my grandfather, John Emil (Edward) New­
man (perhaps originally Nyman), b. in Sweden 2 Feb. 1 863, who ernigr. to 
America ca. 1884, se ttling in New York. He began working for the Baltimore and 
Ohio Railroad in 1 887, staying in this job until his death in 1929. At the age of 
thirteen he had signed aboard a sailing ve ssel en route to Australia and continued 
sailing for seven years. He m.Theresa Will in May 1896. His death certificate lists 
his father as John Newman and his mother as Olga Olson. Any he lp would be 
greatly appreciated. 
Roberta Burmeister 
7422 West 80th Street 
Los Angeles, CA 90045 
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Index of Personal Names 
The Swedish letters A, A and b are indexed as Aa, Ae and Oe. 
Without surnames: 
Anders, 162; Anna, 202; Erik, 44; Greta, 44; 
Gunilla, 162; Gustaf, 44: Helje, 164; Hugo, 44; 
Ingeborg, 101 ;  Ingrid, 44,162; Karl, 44; Lars, 
162; Nils, 44; Svenning, 164; Vega, 44 
A 
ABERG, Alf, 1 ;  August Andersson, 186; Johan 
Gustaf, 186; Nils Johan, 186; Petter, 186 
AGREN, August, 1 86 
AKERSTEDT, Nils Petter, 186 
AKERSTROM, Carl Daniel, 93; Peter D. ,93 
AKES[S]ON, Amanda Augusta, 142; Anders, 
1 86;  August Andersson, 1 86; Gustaf, 142; Ker­
stin, 142; Nils August, 1 86; Oscar Christen, 142 
ALUND, Johan August Carlsson, 1 86 
ASMAN, Anders Alfred, 186 
ASTROM, Herman Walentinus, 139; Johan Ab­
raham, 1 86; Nils Leonard, 1 86; Samuel, 139; 
Sofia, 1 39; Sven Johan, 186 
ABRAHAMSDOTTER, Eva Johanna, 109 
ABRAHAMS[S]ON, Johan Albert, 187; John, 
170; Karl August, 1 87; Klara, 1 87; Samuel, 187 
ABRAMSSON, Caroline Charlotta, 106 
ADAMSON, Ad., 1 38;  Jakob Rickhard, 138 
AGESON, Oscar Christen, 1 52 
AGRELL, Carl Christian (Charles), 33,35 
AHLEN, Anders Gustaf, 165 , 166; Axel Her­
man, 166; Eivor, 1 66; Frans Alfred, 166; Inger, 
166; Johan August, 166; Niclas Nilsson, 165; 
Otto Wilhelm, 166; Sven Walfrid, 166 
AHLGREN, Karl Gustaf, 187 
AHLMARK, Erik Wilhelm, 88 
AHLQVIST, David, 1 89; Pehr Kristian Anders­
son, 187 
AHLSTRAND, Gustaf Johanson, 171 ;  Gustav, 
170; Johan Magnus, 1 87; Sven August Svens­
son, 187 
AHLSTROM, Carl Jacob, 187; Karl, 187; Olof 
Jacob, 187 
AIKKANIN, K. Jos., 138 
AKERSSON, Carl D., (see AKERSTROM) 
AKLIF, Charles, 187 
ALBERG, Carl Jonsson, 187 
ALENIUS, John, (see Johansson, Johannes) 
ALEXANDERSSON, Edward, 187 
ALFORT, A.G.E., 187; Axel, 187 
ALLERTON, Isaac, 10,124 
ALLISON, Fredrik (see OLSSON, Fredrik) 
ALM, Charley (see JANSSON, Karl Victor); 
Gustaf, 1 87 
ALMQUIST/ALMQVIST, Anna 1 53 ;  Anna J., 
146; Axel, 1 87 ;  Axel Edward, 146,153; Carl 
Julius, 146; Elisabeth, 147; G., 1 53; Gustaf, 146 
John, 147, 1 53 ;  Nils Johan, 1 87 ;  Petter Edward, 
147 
ALMSTEDT, John N., 50 
ALSIKENIUS, Henricus Matthire, 1 1 8  
ALSINIUS, Christiemus, 1 1 8  
AMUNDSSON, Hans, 10,126,127, 1 3 1  
ANDBERG, John P., 50 
ANDERSDOTTER, Alma Bernhardina, 37; Alma 
Christina, 108; Anna, 1 57,192; Anna Britta, 39; 
Anna Charlotta,108;  Anna Juliana, 1 88;  Brita, 1 64; 
Christina (Stina), 90,99; Elsa, 38; Emilia Amanda, 
103; Gunilla, 43; Helena, 42; Hulda, 108; Inge­
borg, 47; Ingegerd, 160; Inger, 41 ;  Ingrid, 38,163; 
Johanna Elisabeth, 108; Karin, 43, 1 59, 160, 162; 
Kerstin, 156,158;  Lisbeth, 42; Maret, 162; Marga­
ret, 1 18; Margareta, 1 58;  Maria, 156; Rika Mathil­
da, 37; Sara, 45; Sophia, 188 
ANDERS[S]ON, ---, 190; A., 144,149,188;  A.J., 
33; A.W., 188;  Ake, 45; Alexander, 50,52, 188; Alf 
Ansgarius, 150; Alfred, 1 50,188; Alma, 141; Alma 
Luthea, 143; Amanda, 188 ;  And., 1 34, 1 35,139; 
Anders (Andrew), 12,20,21 ,90,100, 121,124,1 32, 
141,142,157,159, 162,171 ,188,190; Anders Fredrik 
1 88; Anders Gustaf, 188; Anders Johan Theodor, 
150; Anders Kristian, 144; Anders Magnus, 188;  
Anders P., 188,190; Anders Peter, 140, 1 88,193 ;  
Andreas, 47; Andrew, 144, 148,188;  Andrew Ed­
vin, 142,149; Andrew J., 5 1 ;  Andrew L., 1 7 1 ;  
Anna, 21,124,125,192; Anna Augusta, 147; Anna 
Cecilia, 144; Anna Jonsson, 143; Anna Kristina, 
143; Anna Lena, 191;  Anna Lovisa Saxstrom, 141, 
142; August, 1 54, 1 88; August Emil, 189; August 
Levin, 189; August Wilhelm, 1 89; Augusta, 190; 
Augusta Elisabeth, 45; Augusta Sofia, 1 50; Aron, 
1 82;  Arthur, 147; Axel, 140, 148; Axel Teodor, 
154; Barbro-Ann, 37; Bengt, 156,160, 163; Bengt 
Olof, 1 89; Bengta, 144, 148, 189;  Bengta Jons­
dotter, 149; Benjamin John, 1 89; Birgitta, 88; Brita, 
21 ; Carl, 143, 15 1 ;  Carl Eric, 1 50; Carl G., 34; Ce­
cilia, 149; Charles, 33,189; Charles John, 189; 
Charley, 1 89; Clres P., 1 89; Daniel August, 189; 
David, 103; Dean Henry, 147; Edla Alvida, 154; 
Edvard, 189; Edward August, 149; Elias, 162; 
Elin, 45,154; Elin Kristina, 1 5 1 ;  Ellen, 45; Elna, 
141 ; Emelia Augusta, 154; Emilia Josephina, 189; 
Emma, 141, 142; Emma Kristina, 144,149; Emma 
Lovisa, 139; Eric, 7,45; Eva Josephina, 189; Frank 
0., 1 89; Frans, 189; Frans Reinhold, 189; Fredrik, 
1 89, 190; Fredrik Ludvig, 190; George (Gustaf), 
190; Gottfrid, 103; Gunrnund, 163; Gustaf, 45, 1 54; 
Gustaf Adolph, 5 1 ;  Gustaf Fredrik, 190; Gustaf 
(see ANDERSSON, Thomas), H., 147; Hanna, 
143, 15 1 , 190; Hanna Maria, 140; Hans, 1 57, 163; 
Henrik, 190; Hilda P., 1 9 1 ;  Hildevi, 190; Ida 
Melvia, 140; Isaac, 190; Isak, 100; Isak Spansk, 
190; Israel, 95; James, 5 1 ;  Jan Erik,190; Jons, 1 18 ;  
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Johan Alfred, 190; Johan August, 167,173, 191 ;  
Johan Peter, 1 90; Johanna, 143; Johannes, 
1 56; John, 2 1 ,45, 1 39, 148, I 5 1 , l 7 1 , 190; John 
(see ANDERSSON, Olof Johannes); John A., 
171 , 172, 1 90; John E., 1 9 1 ;  John M., 150, I? I ;  
Jonas, 1 9 1 ;  Joseph (see HANSSON, Julius 
Emil); Julia (see ANDERSDOTTER, Anna 
Juliana); Justa, 2 1 ;  Karin, 139; Karl, 45, 19 1 ,  
200; Karl Anders Bernhard (Ben), 37 ;  Karl 
Arvid 1 9 1 ·  Karl Johan, 1 9 1 ;  Karl M., 1 9 1 ;  
Karolina, 1 9 1 ;  Katharina, 1 39; Kristina, 1 9 1 ;  
Kristoffer (see ST  ALHAMMAR, Kristoffer); 
L.P., 19 1 ;  Lars, 8,9, 13 , 132,1 50, 156, l 59, l62, 
163, 19 1 ;  Lars Johan, 19 1 ;  Lars Magnus, 1 9.1 ;  Lars Peter, 192; Lina, 1 39; Lisken, 159; Lom� 
J., 52; Lovisa, 149, 189; Mllns, 132, 1 5 1 ;  Ma�a 
Cajsa, 1 9 1 ;  Maria, 1.50; M�ia J., 1 92; Mart� Scharlotta, 140; Mana Sophia, 192; N.J., 172, 
Nels 52 192· Nils, 20,41 ,45, 141 , 192; Nils (see 
LINDSTROM, Nils); Nils Fredrik, �92; Nils 
Johan, 104, 192; Nils Lorent, 1 92; Nils Oscar, 
1 92; Nils Peter, 192; Olof, 42,1 57, 1 92.; Olof Johannes, 192; Oscar Al, 201 ;  Oscar W1lhelm, 
192; Otto, 104, 192; Otto Herman, 1 93; P�ul, 
193; Pehr, 159; Pehr August, 1 93; Pehr HJal­
mar, 1 93; Pehr Oscar, 1 93; Per, 129; Peter, 
52, 132,144, 172, 193; Peter D., 5 1 ,52; Peter L., 
1 93 ;  Petter, 38, 149, 193; Ragnar, 45; Sara Lo­
visa, 142; Selma, 141 , 142; Sofia Olsdotter, 
1 50; Stina Lisa Persdotter, 1 5 1 ;  Svante (Svan), 
1 93 ;  Sven, 7,45 , 141 , 1 58 , 162 ;  Sven August, 
192; Thomas, 1 93; Tores, 164; Torber.nt! 40; Victor, 1 97; Wilhelm Arthur, 104; Wilham, 
33,52; Witalius, 150; Zacharias, 14 .. ANDREAS, Andreas (see DAHLSTROM, 
Anders) 
ANDREASDOTTER, Ingar, 98 
ANDREASSON, Helje, 1 55 ;  Johannes, 1 93; 
Karl, 1 93; Petter, 38 
ANDREN, David, 193; Jan Jacob, 193; N.D., 
1 93 
ANDRESON, Claudia Adina, 140; G. , 140; 
Hanna, 140 
APPEL, Alfred (see Gustafsson, Alfred) 
APPELQVIST, William, 193 
ARO, Anders, 138 
AROSENIUS, Carl, 49,53 
ARVIDSDOTTER, Ingeborg, 161 
ARVIDSSON, Anders, 162; Sven, 159 
ASKER, Alma, 136; John, 134, 140, 148; Lovi­
sa, 140, 148 
ASP, Anders Johan, 1 93; Rebecka Catharina, 
200 
ASSARSSON, Johan (see HANSSON, Johan); 
Nils, 40 
AXBERG, Anders Gustaf, 1 94 
AXELS[S]ON, Anders Sigurd, 108; Arlene, 
108; Diane, 108; Donald, 108; Gayle, 108; 
Harold, 108 ;  Johan Ludvig, 108; John
! 
108; 
Linda, 108; Nels F., 52; Rick, 108; Tamnu, 108; 
Wallace, 108; Wallace, Jr., 108 
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B 
BACK, Aug. W., 1 38;  Emma, 138;  Emma Lovisa, 
138 
BACKMAN, D.S., 1 94; Johanna Charlotta, 1 94 
BACKSTROM, Jonas, 33 
BACK, Henrik, 1 94; John Mauritz, 33 
BACKDAHL, Carl Anders, 1 94; Johan Alfred, 
1 94; John Alfred, Jr., 194; Margareta, 1 94 
BACKSTROM, Sophia Adele, 1 97 
BAGGE, Mllrten Hendricksson, 8 
BAHR, Nicholas (Lars Niklas), 33,35; Jonas, 35 
BAILEY, Elias, 1 1 9  
BALACK, Anders Johan G., 1 94 
BALLUND (BALLUM), Alexander, 33,35 
BALTIMORE, Lord, 1 32 
BANKSON, Andrew, 34; Peter, 36 
BARK, Pehr Emil, 1 94 
BARKER, Hannah, 80 
BARRY (BERRY), Peter, 33 
BATTRAS, Karl Fredrik, 1 94 
BEAUREGARD, Peter Gustavus Toutant, 30 
BECKMAN, Charles, 172; George, 33; Janne, 
1 94; Johan Leonard, 1 94; Karl E., 1 94 
BEECKMAN, Willem, 10, 15  
BEHREND/BEHRENS, Carl Heinrich, 1 94; Hans 
Conrad Friedrich Wilhelm, 194 
BEIER, Johan, 1 9  
BELFRAGE, Axel Ake, 1 94; Gustaf Wilhelm, 
194 
BENGTSDOTTER, Ingrid, 163; Karm, 162,163; 
Maria, 130; Stina, 107 
BENGTS[S]ON, --- , 153; Albin, 1 94; Anders, 1 93; 
Berndt, 1 94; Christina, 189; Christopher, 39; Gott­
hilf (see BENSON, Gotlieb); Gust. Herman, 145; Gustaf, 1 55 ;  Helje, 158; Johan Enk, 195; Johan 
Severin, 1 95 ;  Johannes, 1 57; John, 1 95 ;  Jonas, 
1 95 ;  Karna Ljungren, 145 ;  Lars, 145 , 196; Mats, 
124; Nils, 1 95; Nils Peter, 195 ;  Olof, 53; Peter, 
53, 1 95; Sissa, 23; Trued, 1 95; Wallborg, 124 
BENKERT, W.M., 33 . BENNETT, Fredrik Washington, 1 95 ;  Frednka 
Maria, 1 95; Nicolaus Fredrik, 195 
BENSON, Gotlieb, 1 95; Henk, 172; Joseph S. (see 
BENGTSSON, Johan Severin); Karl August, 1 95 ;  
Lawrence, 33,35 
BERG, Emil Gottfred, 97; Glen Virgil, 97; I. A., 
1 94; Johan (see JOHANSSON, Johan); Johan 
August 1 95; Nils, 97; Nils Olof, 97 
BERGENSTRALE, Gustaf Ulrik, 195 ;  Knut Axel 
Gustaf, 1 95 .. BERGER, Charles (see BERGSTROM, Karl Bir­
ger 
BERGESON, Albert Olof, 202; Anders, 1 95 ;  
Bengt, 1 95; Bertha, 202; Carl, 202; Carl Gustaf, 
1 95; Charlotta, 1 95; Ethel, 202; George Leander, 
202; Johan August, 1 95 ;  John, 1 95 ;  Ruth, 202; 
Tammi, 202 
BERGFORS, Petrus Johansson, 1 95 
BERGGREN Carl Lorentz, 89; Charles (see 
JOHANNESEN, Karl); Jacob Theodor, 89; Jons 
Peter, 1 96; Lovisa Albertina, 1 96; M.L., 1 96, 
Maria, 98; Pehr (Peter) Mllnsson, 196; Sten, 1 96 
BERGIN, Alfred, 25 
BERGLOF, Lars 0., 53 
BERGLUND, Anna Lovisa, 196; Lovisa A., 
196 
BERGMAN, Alfred Waldemar, 141; GustafF., 
1 96; Hans Robert, 196; Jacob T. (see BERG­
GREN, Jacob Theodor); Jonas, 141; Mathilda, 
141; Tobias, 33 
BERGQUIST/BERGQVIST, Birger, 196; Ches 
August, 196; Eric Gustaf, 196; Anders, 196; 
Samuel A., 53 
BERGSTRAND, Karl Johan, 196 
BERGSTROM, Anna Gustava, 196; Brita 
Larsdotter, 196; Edwin, 146; Eric Victor, 146; 
J.A.T., 196; Karl Birger, 196; Matthias Alfred, 
196; Pehr Arvid Tycho, 196; Stina Maja An­
dersdotter, 146 
BERGVALL, Gustaf, 89 
BERNTSDOTTER, Annika, 40 
BERN[D]TSSON, Anders, 38; Anna Oscara 
Virginia, 37; Karl August (see BENSON, Karl 
August); Oskar, 37 
BESELIN (BRESLEIN), Otto, 196 
BEURGEN, Medora Lavinia (see BJUG­
GREN, Medora Lavinia) 
BILDERBACK, ---, 124 
BILLBORG, Nils Olof Larsson, 196 
BILLING, Peter, 1 97 
BIOREN, Benjamin (see BJORN, Benjamin); 
Benjamin, Jr., 79,83,84; John, 78,79,80,83; 
Mary, 79,80,83,84 
BJOR[C]K, A., 149; Albertina, 144; Eric, 8 1 ;  
G., 144; Gustaf, 54; Hulda Teresia, 144; Johan­
na Charlotta, 89; John, 89,197; Pehr Emil (see 
BARK, Pehr Emil) 
BJORKANDER, Alfred, 197; Pehr, 89; Sven 
Gabriel, 88,89,91 
BJORKLUND, Albertina, 152; Gustaf, 152; 
Thekla Emelia, 152 
BJORKMAN, Elise, 1 97; Israel, 150,154; Jo­
han.August, 197; Johanna, 154; S., 148 
BJQRN, Benjamin, 78,79,80,83,84,85,86,87 
BJORNER, John Arvid, 197 
BJUGGREN, Medora Lavinia, 197 
BJUR, Amalia Johanna, 197; Carl, 197 
BLAD, Sven Nilsson, 197 
BLALEK, Loren J., 202 
BLANCK, Dag, 1 10  
von BLESSINGH, Carl Adam, 197; Carl Louis 
A.L., 197 
BLOM, Anna Scharlotta, 141 ; Carl Gustaf, 
141; Carl Viktor, 1 50; Christina Wilhelmina, 
142; Gustaf, 197; Ida Charlotta, 141 ;  John, 
142, 150, 153;  John Abdon, 142; Kristina W., 
150; Oscar (see SODERBLOM, Oscar) 
BLOMMENGREN, Anna L., 143; Carl, 143; 
Wilhelm, 143 
BLOMQVIST, Hannah, 197 
BLOOM, Beata (see SEGERLUND, Brita Ca­
tharina) 
BOBERG, Nils, 159 
von BOCH, Elisabeth, 2 
BOCK, Gilius Giliusson, 197 
BODELL, Johan Erik, 197 
Index of Personal Names 
BOENDER, Ches Hedricksson, 126 
BOOS, Anders Fredrik (see ANDERSSON, An­
ders Fredrik); Mans, 190 
BORJESDOTTER, Anna, 160; Anna Maria, 195; 
Catharina, 1 59 
BO IJE, Christer 3, 16; Erik, 3 
BOLIN, Anders, 191 ;  Karl, 197 
BOMAN, A.J., 1 97; Anders, 1 97 ;  Carl Fredrik, 
198 
BOMMARSDOTTER, Hanna, 99 
BONDE, Anders Svensson, 132; Carl, 12 
BORCK, Nicklas, 7 
BORG, Johan Ericksson, 198 
BORGSTROM, Ake Pehrsson, 198; Adolph, 167; 
Carl August, 167; Ulla Octavia, 167 
BORUP, Alfred Leonard, 143; Andrew, 143; Jo­
hanna, 143 
BORVIG, Emil, 138 
BOTELSON, Nils, 54 
BOTVID, Andrew (see BOTVIDSSON, Anders 
Johan) 
BOTVIDSSON, Anders Johan, 198 
BOWMAN, Andrew (see BOMAN, Anders) ;  
Charles (see BOWMAN, Carl Fredrik) 
BRAD, Sven Hakansson, 128 
BRAGE, Karl August, 198 
BRAHE, Per, 1 14, 1 15 , 131  
BRANDT, Jonas Jonsson, 198 
BRANSTROM, August, 198 
BRANTBERG, William, (see AHLMARK, Erik 
Wilhelm) 
BRAUER, Frans Edvard Victor, 198 
BRAUNER, Elisabeth Susanna, 162; Erik, 163 
BRASK, Carl Fromholt, 143; Hilma Sofia, 143, 
151 ;  John, 143, 15 1 ;  Sofia, 15 1 ;  Stina Sofia, 143 
BRISKBY, Erik Eriksson, 198 
BROER, Sinnick, 21 
BROLIN, Karl Gustaf, 198 
BROON, Fredrik Leonard (see BRUN, Fredrik 
Leonard) 
BROSTROM, Karl, 198 
BROWN, A. (see BRAUER, Frans Edvard 
Victor); Augusta Anderson, 144; Augusta Lovisa, 
198; Elida, 144,151 ;  Emelia, 144; Ivar, 1 5 1 ;  Ivar 
Svensson, 144; Katherine Louisa, 36; Roger, 33; 
Thomas M., 54; William, 33 
BRUN, Fredrik Leonard, 198; Olle Johansson, 198 
BRUNSELL, Henrik Albin, 202,203; Henrik Hen­
riksson, 202 
BRUNSON, John, 198 
BRUNSTEDT, Johan Olof, 198 
BRYNGELS·SON, Anders, 42; Olof, 42 
BUCKLAND, John, 172 
van den BUKKE, Pieter, 1 8  
BULLER, Hendrick Bengtsson, 130 
BUR, Olof Hakansson, 129 
BURGE, John, 80 
BURK, Peter (see BARK, Pehr Emil) 
BURMAN, Daniel Olofsson, 130 
BURTON, Edward, 1 10  
BYORN, Benjamin (see BJORN, Benjaamin) 
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C 
CAMPANIUS, Johan, 1 ,2,5,6,120, 121  
CAMPBELL, John, 33 
CANE, Alfred, 33,35 
CARLGREN, Elisabeth, 89 
CARLING, Carl, 104 
CARLSDOTTER, Anna Stina, 99; Carolina, 
89; Cecilia, 198; Hedda Maria, 194; Kerstin 
Bemtsdotter, 144 
CARLS[S]ON, Alfred, 1 55; Alfred Leander, 
199; Alma, 204; Anders Peter (see THOM­
SON, Peter); Anna Elisabeth, 106; Aron (see 
CHARLESTON, Aaron); Bror August, 199; 
Carl Bernt, 144, 149; Charles, 199; Charles G., 
199; Edla Cecilia Alfrida, 155;  Ellen Amalia, 
106; Emma, 1 39; Erick, 199; Frans August, 
199; Gerda Lovisa Isabella, 106; Goran, 199; 
Gustaf, 199; Gustaf Fritjof, 106; Gustaf Rag­
nar, 48; Gustaf Victor, 199; Gustaf Wilhelm, 
199; Herman Adolf, 106; Hugo, 48; Ida Johan­
nesdotter, 105; J., 1 39; Johan, 1 18 , 199; John, 
199; John Alfred, 199; Jonas (John), 199; Karl, 
48; Karl Agard, 106; Karl Alfred, 199; Karl 
Edvard, 199; Karl Johan, 200; Karl Johan (see 
CARLSON, Charles); Karl Otto, 200; Ker­
sti(n), 149; Linda M., 48; Maria Alvina, 106; 
Minnie, 144; Neal, 105; Nils Albert, 200; Olof, 
144, 149,200; Oscar, 200; Sten, 14; Svante, 
200; Sven, 163,200; Swan August, 200; Swan 
J., 105; Tekla Amanda, 106 
CARLSSON-FORSBERG, Lars August, 200 
CARR, Andrew, 1 15 
CARSON, Mathilda, 200 
CAVALLIN, Karl Samuel, 200; Peter Samuel, 
200 
CEDERBERG, Anna Christina Andersdotter, 
200 
CEDERGREN, Peter Johannes, 200 
CEDERLOF, Johan Magnus Fredrik, 200 
CEDERLUND, Isak, 200 
CEDERQVIST, Carolina, 200; Johan August, 
200 
CHARLESTON, Aaron, 173; Nils Peter, 173 
CHELSTROM, Anders (Andrew), 200 
CHILBERG, Jacob, 54 
CHRISTENSDOTTER, Catharina, 39 
CHRISTIANSDOTIER, Annika, 40 
CHRISTIN A, Queen, 4, 10, 1 15 
CHRISTMANSSON, Daniel, 100 
CHRISTOPHERSDOTTER, Ingrid, 162 
CHRISTOPHERSSON, Elias, 157; Nils, 161 
CLJESSON, Abbe, 122,123 
CLING, Charles, 54 
COLLIN, Botilda Pehrsson, 198;  Nicholas 
(Nils), 78,79 
COLLSEN, Henry, 8 1 ;  Rebecca, 8 1  
CONSTANTINE, Conrad (see GRONEN­
BERG, Conrad) 
COPLINGER, Samuel, 82 
CRABAT, Anders Andersson, 1 16 
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CRAIG, Peter Stebbins, 1 ,78, 1 13 
CUPPS, Rayanne, 104 
D 
DAGMAN, Stig, 9 1  
DAHLBERG, Aron, 138,154; Aron Oscar, 142, 
149; Carl Gustaf, 138, 153; Edward Emanuel, 142; 
Frans Gustaf, 138, 148; Hilma Gustava, 1 38, 148; 
Ida, 149; Ida Charlotta, 1 38, 142; Ida Sofia, 1 54; 
Johan August, 1 42 , 154; Lydia Maranda, 138 ;  
Maria S., 148 , 153 ;  Matts, 9 1 ;  Oscar Gustaf A­
dolph, 142,149 
DAHLMAN, Anna, 154; Anna Christina (Catha­
rina?), 36; Henry Emanuel, 154 
DAHLSTEN, Anders Wilhelm, 25 
DALIN, Edith Gustava, 146; Gustava, 146; Johan 
G., 146 
DANIELSDOTTER, Elin, 99; Maria, 100; Stina, 
100 
DANIELSON, Augusta Karolina, 146; Ches, 55; 
John, 146; Sofia, 146 
DANNSTROM, Isidor, 194 
DAYTON, Elias, 86 
DeGRESS, Francis, 169 
DeLAURIER, Nancy, 45 
DENNING, Henry, 55 
DeVOS, Walraven Jansen, 2 1  
DORRINGTON, William, 1 25 
DRAKE, Erik Andersson, 129 
DUDLEY, David A., 55 
DUFVA, Joran Jansson, 127 
DUNFORD, Jacob, 33 
Van DYCK, Gregorius, 5 
E 
EATON, Margaret Mary, 97 
ECKLAND, Oliver, 33 
EDLUND, William, 35 
EDVALL, Olof, 49,55 
EGGERS, Judith E., 201 
von BISSEN, Isack, 1 8  
EKBLOM, J.E., 90 
EKELUND, Carl Henrik, 147; Charlotta Rosina, 
154; Joh. Lud., 147, 154; Rosina Charlotta, 147; 
Thekla Amalia, 147,154 
EKLOF, Erik, 154; Hilma Malvina, 154; Mathilda, 
154 
EKLUND, M.W., 201 
EKSTROM, Jacob, 33 
ELIASDOTTER, Ella, 161  
ELIASSON, Christopher, 1 59; Sven, 156 
ELMGREN, ---, 1 5 1 ;  Emelia, 149; Emelia Kris­
tina, 139,1 54; Hjalmar Wilhelm, 139; Martin Fri­
diand, 139, 154; P., 149; Peter, 139 , 154 
ELMQVIST, Albert Bernadolph, 1 5 1 ;  Emelia 
Kristina, 15 1 ;  P., 1 5 1  
EMANUELSON, A.B. ,  139; John August, 139; 
Sara Gustava, 139 
ENGBERG, Amatus E., 149; Hildegard Maria 
Sofia, 149; Johanna Sofia, 149 
�\ 
ENGNELL, Peter Johan Johansson, 55,_56_ 
ENGSTROM, Andrew, 56; Aron Fnthioph, 
147· Aug. B., 147; Hilda, 147 
ERIKSDOTTER/ERSDOTTER, Anna, 94; An­
na Greta, 90; Ingeborg, 1�2; Ingrid, 100; Jo­
hanna Mathilda, 108; Kerst:J.n, 158 
ERICS[S]ON /ERICKSON/ERIKS[S] O_NIERS­
SON, A.,  149; Anders, 1 89; Anna Mana, 14?; 
Anna Rosenqvist, 153; C., 35; Erik, 3 1 ,89; Erik 
Gustaf, 108; Fr., 138; Fredrik, 152; Frednk 
Wa(l)frid, 152; Gustaf Albert, 153; Gustaf W., 
56; Hadda Karolina, 138; Harry Laurena, 153; 
Hedvig Olivia, 138; Helen, 108; Jakob, 154; 
James E., 92, 133;  Johanna, 146; John, 1 19; 
John A., 56; John W., 56; Karl Lud"'.1g, 108; Kristina, 154; L.E., 146; Lydia, 149; Mma, 141; 
Pehr, 160; Per Erik, 153; Sofia, 149; Sven, 
100,173 
ESBJORNSSON, Per, 65 
ESKILSDOTTER, Stina, 95 
ESPING, Axel, 57; Julius L., 57 
EVANS, Mabel, 94 
F 
FALLSTROM, Emil, 150; Erik, 150; Karin, 
150 
FAHLSTROM, Jacob, 92 
FALK, Mans Josephsson, 129 
FALLANDER, A.L., 150; Augusta, 150; James 
Henry Leonard, 150 . . FANDIN, A.,  148; Erika 0, 148; Julia Mathil­
da, 148 
FAUST Aaron, 107; Andrew, 107; W.B., 107 
FERDINAND, Anne, 145; Hattie Adelia, 145; 
John, 145 
FERM, Gustaf Jonsson, 155 
FERNSTROM, Alice, 94; Anna, 147; Anna 
Viktoria, 147; Carl August, 94; Charles, 92,93, 
94; Helen, 94; Johan Gustaf, 94; Wiktor, 147 
FISH, Caspar (see FISK; Caspar) . .  FISK, Anfrid, 140; Caspar, 122; Christ:J.na, 122; 
Emelia, 140, 150; Jakob, 150; Jakob Anderson, 
140; Johan, 122; Karolina Petersson, 140 
FJELLSTEDT, Swan J., 57 
FLEMING, Anna, 3; Ches, 3,6 
FLODIN, Alma Josefina, 140,153; Frithiof Al­
don, 140; Gustaf, 140, 153; Mathilda, 140, 153 
FLORODER, John, 33 
FLORY, L.A., 197 
FLUGA, Hans Olofsson, 162; Martha Hans-
dotter, 160 
FLUVIANDER, Israel Holg, 6 
FLYGARE, Bjorn Tollefsson, 130 
FOLS, A. Frederick, 105; Louis, 105 .. FOLSTROM, Jacob (see FAHLSTROM, Ja­
cob) 
FORSBERG Anna, 191 ;  Anna Simila, 138; C., 
138; Carl, 140; Charley, 138 ;  Kristina, 140; 
William Bernhart, 140 
FOSTER, Linnea B., 106 
FRAKKI, Frank Oskar, 138;Jda Gustafva 138; 
Index of Personal Names 
Isak, 138 
FRANDE, Brita, 125; Nils Larsson, 124,125 
FRANSSON, Johan, 13  
FREDRIKSSON, Amanda Mathilda, 102; Anders 
Gustaf, 102; Carl Fredrik, 102; Carl Gustaf, 155; 
Emma, 102; Esther Charlotta, 102; Frank Oscar, 
102; Henning Milton, 102; Mary Albertme, 102; 
Selma, 102 .. FREEMAN, Charles Daniel (see AKERSTROM, 
Carl Daniel) . FRIBERG, C.G., 1 50; Emma M., 1 5 1 ;  Ida Mana 
Lydia, 1 5 1 ;  Kristina, 1 50; Martin Albin, 1 50; Os-
car, 1 5 1  . .  FRIBORG, C.G., 141 ; Christma, 142; Emma M.,  
142; Ernst Albin, _142; Oskar Wilhelm, 142 
FRIEND (see FRANDE) 
FRIES, Catharine, 83; John, 83 
FRITIDOFF, Peter J., 57 
FRODEEN, J.J, 144 
FULTZ, A. Frederick, 105 
G 
GABRIELSDOTTER, Kerstin, 42 
GABRIELS[S]ON, Anders Johan, _38; Anton, 140; 
Hulda Maria, 145 ; Jen(n)y Teresia, 140; Marga­
reta, 145; Olof, 145; Otelia, 140 
GAITHARD, Anne, 145; Marten, 145 
GARRETSSON, Armegot, 5; Gertrude, 5; Marten, 
5 
GASMAN, Sara Regina, 89 
GEBSON, Betsy, 148; Elna Henriksdotter
! 
\50; 
Erik, 150; George Carnal, 148; Henrik Wilham, 
150; Nils, 148 
GEDDA, Anders Carlsson, 129 
GENTRY, Elaine, 107 
GERDIN, Axel Harry, 150; Kajsa, 150; Magnus, 
150 
GIBSON, Peter, 97; Sissa Rosella Florence, 97 
GILLINGSTAM, Hans, 108 
GLASARE, Marten Martensson, 12,13 
GODEE, Seth, 173 
GORANSDOTTER, Carin, 90 
GORANSSON, Andrew, 83; Goran, 90 
GOMMERSON, Clement, 173 
GOTTHARD, Martin, 149 
GOTTLANDER, Olaus, 38 
de la GRANGE, Joost, 18 ,1 15 
GRANQVIST, Carl A., 148,_153; Carl_ Hildo�, 148; Edna Maria, 148,153; Lov1sa Mathilda Pfilsson, 
148 
GRANLUND, Stina, 107,108 
GREEN, Jacob PN., 33 
GREENE, Nathaniel, 86 
GREHM, C., 148; Clara Augusta, 148 
GREN, Anna Cajsa,102 
GRESSMAN, Bertha, 103 
GROEN, Eva Nadeschda, 1 8 1  
GRONDAHL, Lars Josephsson, 158 
GRONENBERG, Conraed, 16; Constant:J.ne, 16
!
17 
GRONLUND, Abel Oscar, 141,147; Elna Mana, 
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141; Olaus N., 147 
GRONBERG, Charles G., 35 
GRYDEN, Hans Paulus, 90 
GULIN, Julia Rosalie, 196 
GULLBRAND, Christina, 21  
GUNMUNDSDOTTER, Ingrid, 161  
GUNNARSDOTTER, Karin, 162 
GUNNARSSON, Gertrude, 9; Nils, 160; Sven, 
9; Ulf, 163 
GUSTAFSDOTTER, Anna Beata, 155; Karin, 
161 ;  Stina Cajsa, 155 
GUSTAFS[S]ON, Alma Teresa, 202; Andor, 
204; Carl Gustaf, 143; Carl Johan, 200; Emma 
Adelia, 44; Helena, 141 ;  Jons, 156; Johan, 1 1 , 
12,44,204; Johanna, 139; John, 139; Karolina, 
143; Mark L., 44; Nelly Charlotta, 139; Selma 
Christina, 143; Verner, 204; Victor, 204; W., 
139; Wiktor, 141 
GYLLENGREN, Brynte Eriksson, 9; Elias, 9, 
10, 13 1  
GUNTHER, Julius, 194 
H 
HAKANSDOTTER, Johanna, 1 56; Maria, 182 
HAKANSSON, Carl, 7 
H�CKMAN, Margaret, 35 
HAGGBERG, Charley, 14 1 ;  Johanna, 141 ; 
William Wales Walter, 141 
HASTESKO, Elin Pedersdotter, 9 
HAGENBECK, Catharina, 100 
HAGERSTROM, John C., 1 74 
HALL, Gustaf, 57 
HALLECK, H.W., 171 , 174, 175, 176,177,J78, 
180 
HALLFAST, Olof A., 58 
HALLGREN, Nels N., 58 
HALLONQUIST, D.D., 35,36 
HAMMAR, Henry, 58 
HAMMARQUIST, Carl Gustaf, 89 
HAMMARSKOLD, Carl Jacob, 3 1 ;  Carl Wil­
helm, 3 1 ,33; Dag, 3 1 ;  Peder Hjalmar, 3 1  
HANE, Anders Gustaf, 147, 1 54; Axel, 147; 
Ernst Walfrid, 147,154; Sofia Jonsdotter, 147 
HANSDOTTER, Annika, 130; Elsa, 37,39; 
Greta Cajsa, 1 56; Gunilla, 160; Margaretta, 
129 
HANSEN, Charles M., 46 
HANS[S]ON, Anders, 1 19, 1 32; Andrew M., 
58; Bernt, 38; Betsey, 143; Edvard Algott, 143; 
Jonas, 143,156; Lars, 16 1 ;  Matts, 132; Olof, 
39,41 ;  Sven. 149 
HARMER, Gotfried, 1 32 
HARPMAN, William, 58 
HARRIS, John, 83,84 
HART, Levi W., 169 
HARTMAN, Johan, 8 
HEACKALLA, John, 138 
HEDBERG, Albert, 143; Andrew, 1 50; An­
drew Anderson, 143; Anna, 143, 150; Augusta, 
150; Augusta Persdotter, 143 
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HEDLUND, Annie, 1 4 1 ;  John, 1 4 1 ;  Mabell Jane, 
141; Sophia, 191 
HELGERSON, Arthur Alfred, 155; Carl Alfred, 
155 
HELGESSON, Nils, 40 
HELJESSON, Biirje, 162; Hans, 156 
HELLBERG, Axel Fredrik, 91 
HELLGREN, Eva Erika, 147; Gustaf Albert, 147; 
J., 147; Johanna Aurora Emelie Louisa, 35 
HELLQUIST, Andrew Andersson, 145; Ida Lovi­
sa, 145; Lovisa Karlsdotter, 145 
HELLSEN, Johan, 89 
HELLSTROM, August, 44; Maria (Mary), 44 
HEMMINGSSON, Per, 101 
HENDRIC[K]S[S]ON, Bengt, 1 1 8; Eric, 8; Evert, 
2 1 ;  Ingvar, 9 1 ;  Johan, 124 
HERNANDER, Peter, 35 
HERNHOLM, Anton, 33 
HILLER, Peter, 98 
HJALMAR, A.J., 1 39; Fredrik, 139; Karin, 139 
HJERTBERG, Fredrik A., 58 
HJORT, Olof Bengtsson, 129 
HQ(:KOMB, Magnus, 59 
HOOK, Catharina Christina, 35 
HOFFLUND, Alexander, 53 
HOGBERG, Olof, 174 
HOLM, Hulda Augusta, 147; Johanna Kristina, 
147; John Persson, 147; N., 35; Thomas, 1 
HOLMBERG, Carl Christian, 35; Emelie Augusta 
Christina, 3 1 ,33,35 
HOLMEN, A., 1 87; Jennie, 187 
HOLT, Magnus M., 59 
HOM[M]AN, Catharina, 15 ;  Anders Andersson, 
14 
HOOD, John, 173 
HORN, Gustavus, 33 
HORNBERG, J.T., 35 
HOWE, ---, 85; Margaret, 82 
HOWELL, Joseph, 86,87 
HULAN, Richard, 1 1 5 
HULING, John, 85; Mounce, 85 
HULT, Frans August Johansson (see JOHNSON, 
Francis); Peter Olsen, 174; Wilhelm Johansson 
(see JOHNSON, William) 
HULTBERG, Samuel P., 59 
HULTEN (see HULTIN) 
HULTGREN, John N., 174 
HULTIN, Frans, 148, 153; Frans Edvin, 153; Frans 
Edvin Wilhelm, 148; John Albert Wiktor, 148; 
Josefina, 148, 153; Katarina, 203 
HULTQVIST, Gustaf, 146; Mary, 146; Selma Ma­
ria, 146 
HURTIG, Lars, 98 
HUYGEN, Henry, 2,3,6, 10,12,17, 18,1 9,20,22, l l4, 
1 1 8,1 19, 120,122,124,132 
HVENSTRAND, Nils Per Nilsson (see WEN­
STRAND, Nels P.) 
I 
INGEBRETSON, Bernt (see NELSON, Berent) 
INGEMANSDOTTER, Sissa, 98 
ISAKSDOTTER, Ingar, 99 
ISGRA, Olof, 16  
IVARSSON, Olof, 129 
IVERSSON, Jacob, 122 
J 
JACOBSDOTTER/JAKOBSDOTTER, Britta, 
40,41 ;  Sara, 101  
JACOBSEN, Direk, 1 19 
JACOBS [S]ON, Christopher, 35;  Johannes, 
157; John, 60; Lars, 9 
JAR.PE, Jons Mattsson, 20 
JAGER, Brinte Nilsson, 130 
JANEKE, Hans, 1 17,12 1 ,132 
JANSDOTTER, Brita, 89; Emma Charlotta, 
104· Johanna, 104; Lena, 165 
JANSDOTTER-GRAHN, Christina Lovisa, 
103 
JANSSON, Gustaf, 108 
JARRET, Ann, 82; David, 82 
JEANSDOTTER, Kerstin, 161  
JEPPESDOTTER, Thoa, 98 
JEPPESSON, Per (see GIBSON, Peter) 
JEPSON, Erik (see GEBSON, Erik) 
JOCHIM, Peter (see JOCHIMSSON, Peter) 
JOCHIMSSON, Elisabeth, 17;  Peter, 17;  Peter, 
Jr., 17 
JONSDOTTER, Annika, 158 ;  Borta, 1 60; 
Christina, 1 30; Elna, 97; Gertrud, 98; Gustava, 
98; Kersti, 100; Kerstin, 164; Maria, 101  
JONSSON, Anders, 99,100, 1 17, 12 1 , 13 1 ;  An­
ders Fredrik 98; Anders Magnus, 89; Gustaf, 
156, 158 ;  Hanna, 26; Jacob, 159; Jeppe, 98; 
Jons, 26,98; Johanna Maria, 200; Jonas, 162; 
Lovisa Mathilda, 97; Ola, 162; Olof, 162; Pal, 
1 32; Pavel, 163; Per, 98; Peter, 99; Sven, 157; 
Thor, 1 17 
JORANSSON, Thomas, 12, 132 
JOHANNESDOTTER, Augusta Elisabeth, 
167; Johanna, 1 55 ;  Maria Christina Elisa, 166 
JOHANNESSON, Anders, 44; Anna, 44; 
Axel, 45; Axel Robert, 1 66; Axi Regina 
Viktoria, 166; Carl Efrairn, 166; Charlotta, 44; 
Elna Adelina, 166; Frans August, 166; Gustaf, 
44; Karl, 44; Olof Alfred, 167; Per Johan, 44; 
Signe Maria, 166; Simon Conrad Ernst, 166; 
Sophia, 44 
JOHANNSON, Johann, 174 
JOHANSDOTTER, Anna, 4; Anna Cajsa, 1 55 ;  
Annika, 1 56; Eva, 165; Lisa, 1 56; Wilhelmina, 
153 
JOHANS[S]ON, Anders Johan, 1 9 1 ;  Anders 
Peter, 190; Ann, 125; Carl, 165; Cornelia, 125; 
Daniel, 142; Derrick, 125; Ebba El!sabeth 
Linnea, 201 ;  Erik Walfrid, 142; Gun-Bntt, 167; 
Gustaf, 109,165; Hendrick, 124; James, 125; 
Johan, 165,202; Johanna, 142; Johanna Karo­
lina, 142; Johanna Wilhelmina, 142; Johannes, 
35; John August, 105; Jon Erik, 142; Karl, 199; 
Karl Arvid, 105; Lisa Marie, 105; Mary, 125; 
Index of Personal Names 
N.A., 9 1 ;  Per, 95, 129; Peter, 101 , 125; Peter, Jr., 
125; Samuel, 202 
JOHNSON, ---, Mrs., 139; A.G., 140; Alfred, 203; 
Algott, 148; Alma, 1 5 1 ;  Alma Rosala, 138 ;  Al­
phina Wilhelmina, 148; Amandus, 2 1 ;  Andrew, 
60; Andrew J., 175; Anna, 143,145; Anna Erneha 
Augusta, 1 53; Anna Svarsdotter, 148; Anme (An­
na), 203; August, 175; Axel, 175; Bennett, 33; 
Carl, 1 54; Carl Albin Witalius, 145, 1 53; Ceha, �4, 
25; Charles, 33,60; Charles A., 60; Charles Juhus, 
175 ;  Charles N., 60; Charles P., 6 1 , 175; Charles 
W., 6 1 ;  Charley F., 138 ;  Christina, 203; Clara 
Nicolina, 196; Donald J., 203; Earl J., 203; Edde 
Erland 138 ;  Edla (Meddela), 45; Effie Amanda, 
1 52; Elsa Amanda, 144; Emelia Karolina, 1 52; 
Emelie, 197; Emma, 203; Emma Charlotta, 1 52; 
Emma Kristina, 142; Emma Scharlotta, 144; Em­
my Maranda, 144, 1 52; Erl., 1_48; Esther, 203; 
Florence (Florina), 203; Francis, 6 1 ,62; Gerd_a, 
204; Gust, 103; Helena Sofia, 148; Hulda Mana, 
141 ;  Ida, 203; J.E., 1 5 1 ;  Jennie, 24; J_oh., 142; 
Johan Victor, 141 , 153;  Johanna Karoh�a. 1 5 1 ;  Johanna Mathilda, 141 , 1 53; Johanna Nilsdotter, 
152; Johanna Sofia, 1 53 ;  Johanna Sofia Anders­
dotter, 141 ;  John, 2 1 ,22,35,61 , 152,203; John A
_.
, 
175; John F., 153; John W., 62; Juliana, 1 52; Kri­
stina 138 · Kristina Lovisa Karlsdotter, 145; Laura 
Albi�a. 153; Lillian, 203; Lilly Jurinia, 145; 
Lorentz, 143 , 150; Margaret L., 203; Margareta, 
138; Minnie, 138; Nels, 24,25,26; Niels, 33; Nils 
Peter, 1 52; 0.A., 1 52; Olof, 26,62; Olof August, 
144; Oscar, 35,36; Per Johan, 148; Pet., 145,153; 
Peter, 148; S.A. ,  138 ;  Samuel August, 145,1 53 ;  
Sara Lisa, 142; Sissa, 26; Stina Lovisa, 140; Sven 
J., 175; William, 61 ,62 
JONASDOTTER, Anna, 157; Johanna, 156; Lena, 
93 
JONASSON, Andreas, 1 55 ;  Bengt, 103; Carl, 199; 
Gabriel, 39; Mans, 85 
JONES, Brita, 80,81 ;  John, 8 1 ;  Jonas, 8 1 ,85; Mar-
garet, 85; Sarah, 8 1  . .  JONSDOTTER, Annika, 1 59; Carin, 90; Cec1)1a 
(see JONSDOTTER, Sissa); Elin, 163; . Kerstm, 41,48; Marit, 158; Nilla, 104; S1ssa, 27; Stma, 159 
JONSSON, Anders, 39; Anna, 48; August, 48; 
Christina, 104; Christopher, 164; Even, 48; Gustaf, 
163; Johan, 104; Johannis, 105; Jon, 48, 104; !onas, 
90; Karin, 48; Karl, 48; Lars, 164; Mant, 48; 
Martin, 48; Mattes, 48; Olof, 48; Stina Lena, 105 
JOSEPHSSON, Lovisa, 95 
JULIN, Anna Math., 145; Carl Joh., 145; Carl Rik­
hard, 145 
JUNGH (JONGH), Jacob, 2 1 , 121  
K 
KALL, Alfred, 152; Emma, 1 52; Emma Kristina, 
1 52; Frank, 1 52; Hilda Amanda Augusta, 1 52; 
Hilda Fredrika, 152 
KALLSTROM, Christina, 9 1 ;  Pehr Erik, 9 1  
KAMPE, Tolle Andersson, 129 
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KARNA, Anders Persson, 130 
KARRMAN, Anna-Beata Pettersdotter, 38; 
Bernt Persson, 40,41 ;  Nilena Pettersdotter, 38; 
Per Olsson, 41 ,42; Petter Berntsson, 38,39 
KAMP, Laura Andrea Helena, 89; Paul Ha­
rald, 89 
KARLS[S]ON, F. Gustaf, 48; Felix, 1 89; Ker­
sti, 141 ;  Olof, 141  
KAUFMAN, James J ,  46 
KAUPPE, Br. Christina, 138 
KEEN (see KYN, KUHN) 
KEPTENIUS, Gustavus, 33 
KERKHOF, Barbro-Ann Andersson, 37; Da­
vid, 37 
KERLY, Clara, 144; Claris Elisabeth, 144; J.M. 
Henry, 144 
KIELLIN, Charles, 35 
KING, Alma Maria, 167 
KINGREN, Anna Christina, 1 99 
KIRSCHNER, Michel, 1 9  
KLINCK, John, 30 
KLINT, Anders, 30; Anna Catharina, 30; Nils 
Fredrik, 29,30,34 
KLIPP, E. A., 145; Hilma Karolina, 145; Kris­
tina, 145 
KNOS, Mans Andersson, 157 
KNUDSON, John, 1 39, 140; Mike, 203 
KNUTSON, Nels, 62 
von KNYPHAUSEN, Wilhelm, 86 
KOCK, Friederick Hans, 121  
KORVA, Abraham Henriksson, 109; Greta 
Johanna Henriksdotter, I 09; Petter Olof Hen­
riksson, I 09 
KRAKA, Jons Olofsson, 128 
KRABBE, Cecilia, 163; Giosta Persson, 129 
KRAMER, Hans, 2, 1 14, 1 18, 120,128 
KRAUSE, Louise Emerentia, 194 
KRUSELL, Birgitta, 43 
KUDONE, Sof., 138 
KVIST, Roger, 48, 1 10, 169 
KUHN, (see SCHNEEWEISS, forgen) 
KYN (see SCHNEEWEISS, forgen) 
L 
LAFAYETTE, Marquis de, 86 
LAGERQUIST, A.G., 1 39; Aron Bernhard 
Leonard, 139; Hed. Lov., 139; P.M., 139 
LAK, E.J., 154 
LAMBERD, Jons, 161  
LANDSTROM, John, 176 
LARSDOTTER, Anna, 1 16, 130, 156; Borta, 4 1 ;  
Brita, 1 5 8 ;  Clara, 1 87; Ingrid, 130; Karin, 43; 
Kerstin, 1 59; Lisa, 188 ;  Maret (Marit), 1 56, 
160; Margareta, 157; Martha, 163 
LARS[S]ON, A., 1 5 1 ;  Adolph 0., 63; Allan, 
165; Alma Paulina, 153; Alma Sofia, 145,152; 
Anna, 14 1 ;  Anders, 108, 158, 16 1 , l64,192; An­
ders (see ANDERSON, Andrew L.); Andrew, 
145, 148, 152, 1 93; Ax. Fr., 138;  Br. Christina, 
138; Carl, 147; Carl Emil, 1 38;  Carl Eric (see 
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LARSON, Charles E.); Carl Wilhelm (see LAR­
SON, Charles W.); Charles E., 63; Charles J . ,  
63, 176; Charles W., 63,176; Elin, 145; Ellen, 152; 
Erik, 165; Ida Maria, 141; Ingeman, 98; John, 63, 
64; Jonas, 161 ; Kerstin, 1 53; Lewis, 1 76; Mans, 
8 , 161 ;  Margareta, 1 39; Maria, 140; Maria Gusta­
va, 1 99; Maria Kristina, 145; Matts, 1 17; N., 141 ;  
Nels, 64; Olof, 41 , 139; Pavel, 1 57; Per, 128,150, 
153; Peter Nilsson, 8 1 ;  Petter, 94, 158, 176; Signy 
Katharina, 139; Stina, 1 92; Sven, 141 
LEIJONHUFVUD, Margareta Sophia, 1 94 
LENHOLM, A., 1 39 
LEVER, Francis E., 45 
LIDMAN, Jonas, 120 
LILLIEHOOK, Erik Persson, 1 16;  Knut, 1 16;  
Peter, 1 16 
LILJEBORG, Anna, 1 97 
LILJENGREN, John P., 64 
LINCOLN, Abraham, 53 
LIND, Anders Jonsson, 158; Jons Eriksson, 160 
LINDAHL, Olena, 1 97 
LINDBERG, Johanna, 140; O.A., 140 
LINDELL, John, 64; Lisa, 23; Nels, 64 
LINDER, Ida Katharina, 139; Karin, 139; Pet.,. 
139 
LINDERGREEN, Charles, 35 
LINDFORS, C.I . ,  35 
LINDGREN, Augusta Wilhelmina, 167 ;  Gustaf 
Robert, 167; Johanna Sofia, 167 
LINDHOLM, Bjorn, 204; Earl, 204; Elmer, 204; 
Werner, 204 
LINDMAN, Axel, 176 
LINDQUIST, Carl Johan Jonsson (see LIND­
QUIST, Charles); Charles, 177 
LINDSTROM, Erik Andersson, 90 
LINDVALL, August, 177; Lewis, 177 
LINNARSDOTTER, Elin, 163 
von LINNESTAU, Maria, 2 
LINQUIST, Magnus, 35; Peter, 35 
LOCK, Anders, 1 2 1 ;  Catharine, 1 2 1  ; Catharine, 
Jr., 1 2 1 ;  Gustaf, 12 1 ;  Johan, 12 1 ;  Lars Carlsson, 
15,21 , 120, 121 ;  Mans, 1 2 1 ;  Maria, 12 1 ;  Peter, 121  
LOCKENIUS, Laurentius Caroli (see LOCK, 
Lars Carlsson) 
LOFGREN, Carl Johan Chesson (see LOFGREN, 
Charles) 
LONQVIST, Martin Algott Wilhelm, 1 5 1 ;  Sofia, 
1 5 1 ;  N., 15 1  
LOFGREN, Charles, 177 
LOHE, Valerius (Wolle), 1 1 5,1 19, 1 32 
LOM, Beata, 12 1 ;  Catharina, 123; Christina, 5; 
Mans, 12 1 ;  Mans Svensson, 123 
LOMAN, Anders Gustafsson, 160; Anna Maria 
Andersdotter, 158; Gustaf, 162 
LOVE, Mary A., 145, 146; Mary Isabella, 146; 
Richard, 145, 146; Susanna Jane, 1 45 ;  Thomas 
James, 146 
LOVEGREEN, Andrew, 32; Andrew Augustus, 
34,35; John Peter, 35; Lawrence B., 35 
LUCASEN, Andries, 1 1 9 
LUND, Emil, 95; J.A., 136,1 52 





LUNDGREN, Frida Linea, 1 5 1 ;  Johan August 
Johansson (see LUNDGREN, John A.); John 
A., 177; Per, 1 5 1  
LUNDQVIST, Agnes Olivia, 144; Elin An­
dersson, 144; Ellen, 1 5 1 ;  Erik Magnus, 144, 
1 5 1 ;  John, 65; Josef (Joseph) Eriksson, 144, 
1 5 1 , 152 
LYCHOVIA, Johanna Margareta, 30 
LYCKE, Joachim, 126,127 
LYCON, Hans, 8 1 ;  Jacob, 8 1  
LYKINS, Andrew, 8 1 ,82,85; Ingeborg, 85; 
John, 82; Jonas, 8 1 ,82; Marcus, 82,83,85; Ma­
ry, 78,79,80,81 ,83,85,86,87; Peter, 80,81 ,83,85 
LUNEBERGER, Hans, 8 
LUNING, Sophia, 33 
M 
MANESKOLD af Seglinge, Hebbla, 1 18 
MANSDOTIBR, Anna 97; Brita, 12; Johanna, 
1 60; Kerstina, 99; Marta, 1 59; Margareta, 159 
MANS[S]ON, Edvard Gustaf, 142; Hans, 17;  
Johannes, 1 56; John M., 142; Lisa M.,  142; 
Nils, 98; Pehr, 163 
MAATENSSON, Esbiom, 14; Jons, 159 
MADDOCK, Benjamin, 34 
MAGNESS, Emanuel, 34 
MAGNUS[S]ON, Anders, 142; Anna Lydia 
Elisabeth, 149; August, 149; Carl, 1 99; Erika 
Sofia Anderson, 144; Helena, 143; Johanna, 
1 37,149; Lars, 165; Maria, 142; Otto Engel­
brecht, 144; Sven Johan, 144 
MALMBERG, Swen P., 65 
MARBO, Sven Larsson, 132 
MATINHEIKKI, Henrik Henriksson, 109 
MATIBR, P.J., 149 
MATTIASDOTTER, Brita, 41 ,42 
MATTSDOTTER, Botta, 42; Inga, 99; Lucre­
tia, 1 1 7  
MATTSSON, Hendrick, 1 32; Ingeman, 100; 
Johan, 1 17, 1 1 9, 122; Lars, 1 17; Mans, 99 
McCLELLAN, George Brinton, 53 
McCOOL, Nels P., 65 
McKEAN, ---, 80 
MEYER, Bemhardina, 143; Carl Edvin, 143; 
Catharina, 1 5 ;  Herman, 15; L.E., 143, 149; 
Magdalena, 15; Peter, 5,15, 16,132 
MICHELSSON, Per, 14 
MIELKE, Norma Ann, 47 
MIKELSEN, Anna Lina, 141 ; Anton, 141 ;  An­
tonelle, 141  
MILLER, Andrew, 47; John (see JONSSON, 
Johan) 
MOBERG, Gust (see MOBERG, Peter Gus­
taf); Peter Gustaf, 106; S.M., 152 
MOBORG, Maria, 109 
MOLLER, J.P., 152 
MORSARE, Anders (see OLOFSSON, An­
ders) 
MORSCHARE, Alexander, 47; Andreas (see 
ANDERSSON, Anders); Johannes, 47 
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MOLINE, Daniel, 34 
MULLICA, Pal Jonsson, 21  
MUNGERSON, Samuel P., 65 
MUNSON, Peter, 178 
N 
NANSON, Andrew, 178 
NELSON, A.J., 146; Alexander, 34; Andrew J., 
65; Anton Otto Leonard, 146; August, 140, 178; 
Bengt (see NELSON, Benjamin); Benjamin, 66; 
Berent, 45; Charles W., 66; Christopher, 34; Eme­
lia Sofia, 146; Gustaf W., 66; Henry, 34; John, 178; 
John M., 1 52; John W., 66; Julia, 152; Louis, 66; 
Magnus, 34; Magnus M., 66; Maria, 1 52; Nels, 67; 
Peter, 178; Signe Ann, 204; Sven A., 67; Victor, 
67; Weste, 67; William, 34 
NERRO, Samuel John, 178 
NERTUNIUS, Matthias Nicolai, 126,127 
NETTELBLADT, Louise, 32 
NEWBERG, Arthur (see NYBERG, Arthur) 
NEWMAN, Isak, 95 
NICOLLS, Richard, 1 15 
NIEMI, Amanda, 140; Henry, 140; William, 140 
NILS DOTTER, Annika, I 00; Britta, 41 ;  Christina, 
40,46; Elin, 157,164; Elsa, 39; Ingar, 98; Ingegerd, 
160; Karin, 1 30, 163; Martha, 39; Margareta, 1 30; 
Maria, 157; Sara, 10 1 ;  Sigrid, 129 
NILS[S]ON, Agne, 141; Anders, 1 89; Anna, 141 ;  
Carl, 100; Carl Emil, 141 ;Cecilia Persdotter, 14 1 ;  
Gunne, 162; Jonas (Jons), 9,8 1 ,93, 100; Judit, 143; 
Mans, 1 1 ,97; Marten, 16 1 ;  Michel, 12; Nils, 141 ; 
Nils Jansson, 90; Nils (see NELSON, Nels); Olof, 
143; Per, 99; Peter, 47; Sven, 1 59; Torsten, 160 
NORBERG, Edla Sophia, 88,89; Erik Ulrik, 88,89, 
9 1  
NORD, Carl, 1 52; Charles A., 152; Christina, 1 54; 
Johan 0., 154; Maria, 152 
NORDIN, Elna, 144; J.B., 144 
NORDSTROM, Betsy (Betty), 1 53 ;  Charles (Carl) 
Gustaf, 1 53; Ida Theresia Andersson, 1 53 
NORELIUS, Eric, 95 
NORLEN, Axel, 139; John, 139; Margareta, 139 
NORLINDER, Nels, 68 
NORRMAN, Nils Jonsson (see NILSSON, Nils 
Jansson) 
NORTON, Charles 0., 68 
NYBERG, Andrew John, 44; Arthur, 44; Erick, 
68 
0 
OBERG, Pehr Alfred, 178 
OSTERLUND, Anna, 141 ; D., 138; Hilda Mathil­
da, 141 ;  Tomas, 141 
OSTLUND, Anders Andersson, 91 
OGLE, John, 18  
OHRING, Magnus, 34,36 
OLAND, C., 35 
OLIVER, Victoria A., 49 
OLOFSDOTTER, Botta, 157; Brita, 129; Carin, 
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91 ;  Elin, 130, 159; Gunilla, 156; Ingegerd, 158; 
Karin, 164; tvlartha, 159; Sigrid, 129 
OLOFSSON, Anders, 46, 1 58, 162, 164; Hen­
drick, 3; Jan, 9 1 ;  Jons, 160; Johan, 16, l 7; Jo­
nas, 99; Lars, 128, 158; Nils, 163; Olof, 158, 
160; Pehr, 164; Peter, 13; Sven, 158 
OLSDATTER, tvlaren, 95 
OLSDOTTER, Anna, 38,163; Anna Britta, 38; 
Annika, 39; Brita, 90; Catharina, 1 89; Emma, 
108; Karin 40; Kersti, 97; Kerstin, 162; Lisa, 
1 93 
OLS[S]ON, Ake, 1 86; Abraham, 179; Anders, 
37,43,160; Britta tvl., 144; Carl Joh., 144; Ch., 
1 39; Connie, 48, 102; Dagmar, 1 10; Erik, 160; 
Gustaf, 179; Hans, 40; Henry Olof, 179; 
Kasper, 1 40; Lars, 42, 153 ;  Lars Eric (see 
ORDELL, Lars Eric); Lena (Olia), 46; tvlari­
ette, 139; tvlichel, 7,16; Nels, 68; Nils William, 
29,79,88,93 , 1 10,179, 1 85 ;  Olena, 46; Per, 4 1 ,  
42; Peter, 68,179; Robert, 1 33; Swen, 68; Swen 
T., 69; Tina, 139; William, 69 
ONSTAD, tvlarjorie, 201 
ORDELL, Ida Amalia, 201 ; Lars Eric, 201 
OXENSTIERNA, Axel, 10, 1 3 1  
OYEN, Alberta, 48 
p 
PALSON, Lovisa tvl., 153 
PAVELSSON, Fredrik, 156; Joseph, 161 
PALtvl, Albin, 45; Stanley, 45; Virgil, 45; 
Virginia, 45 
PALtvlQUIST, Ingrid Christina, 102 
PAPEGOJA, Bernt, 1 15 ;  Gustaf, 1 15 ;  Hirao, 
1 15; Johan, 3,1 13 , 1 14, 1 18 , 121 , 132; Johan Jr., 
1 1 5 
PAULSON, John, 69 
PEARCE, Samuel, 180 
PEARL, Raona, l 03 
PEARSON, Olof, 180 
PE[H]RSDOTTER, Anna, 40; Annika, 40; Bri­
ta, 89; Carolina, 1 93 ;  Ella, 1 6 1 ;  Greta, 1 90; 
Ingeborg, 100; Ingegerd, 157; Ingrid, 129,164; 
Karin, 129, 16 1 , 162; Kerstin, 158 ;  Kjersti, 97; 
Lisken, 100; tvliitta, 42; tvlargaretha, 10 1 , 16 1 ;  
Thoa, 99 
PE[H]RS [S]ON, Amelia, 44; Anders, 45; 
Arvid, 163; Axel Linus, 146; Erik, 1 98; Eskil, 
95,96; Jons, 99; Johan Petter, 45; Johan(nes), 
45; Jonas, 40; Knut, 6; Lars, 161 ; tvlats, 123; 
Nils, 101; Nils (see PETERSON, Nels C.); Nils 
(see tvlcCOOL, Nels P.); Ola, 97,98; Olof, 100; 
P.J., 1 35 ;  Pehr, 163, 164; Per Johan, 146, 154; 
Per Johan, Jr., 146, 1 54; Pet(t)er, 40, 159; Sara 
Kristina Persdotter, 146; Sven, 1 5 1  
PETERS, Jonas, 180 
PET[T]ERSDOTTER, Anna Sophia, 104; 
Bengta, 98; Catharina, 1 57; Christina, 47; Ing­
rid, 39; tvlargareta, 6 
PETERSEN, John G., 1 80 
PET(T]ERS[S]ON, A., 141 ; Adope (?), 149; 
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Albert Emil, 139; Alek, 149; Alfr., 1 39; Anders 
tvlagnus, 1 89; Andrew, 146,148; Augusta, 139; 
Borje, 1 1 9; C., 141 ;  C.E., 139; C.W., 142; Catha­
rina, 47; Christian, 34; Emma, 139; Eric, 92,94,95; 
Erik Johan, 103, 104; Frank L., 69; Frans Uno, 144; 
Gustaf, 201 ;  Helena, 138 ;  Hilma Adelia, 142; 
Ingrid, 47; J.H., 138; Jons, 26; Johanna Axelina, 
149; Johannes, 47; John, 34,35,64,70,1 53; John G., 
144; John Edward, 34,36,144,153; Jonas, 34,49,99; 
Kristina, 142; Lucas, 1 32; tvlargaret, 36; tvlartin 
Hjalmar, 146; tvlary, 146; Nels, 70; Nels C., 70; 
Nels N., 7 1 ;  Olof, 37,7 1 ;  P.E., 1 5 1 ;  Pal, 2 1 ;  Peter, 
47; Swen (Sven), 7 1 , 1 80; Swen tvl., 7 1 ;  Thekla 
Viktoria, 139; Wilhelmina, 144 
PETERSSON-tvlOLLER, Anders, 47; Sven, 47 
PHIL(L)P, tvlatthew (tvlathias),34,36 
POSSE, Charlotta Sophia, 195 
PRINTZ, Armegot, 2 , 18, 1 14, 1 15 ;  Catharina, 2; 
Christina, 2; Elisabeth, 6; Elsa, 2; Gunilla, 2; Gus­
taf, 2,3, 1 3 1 ;  Johan, 2,3,4,6,8,10,12,13,14,15, 16,17, 
18, 1 9, 20, 1 1 3, 1 14, 1 15, 1 16,1 17, 1 1 9, 120,121 , 122, 
123,124, 126, 13 1  
Q 
QUILLEN, Charles G.L., 1 80 
QVICKSTAD, C., 141  
QVILLEN, Carl Gustaf Leonard (see QUILLEN, 
Charles G.L.) 
R 
RAtvlBO, Peter, Jr., 5 
RAtvlSTROtvl. Axel Addy, 1 5 1 ;  Johanna Sofia 
Jonsson, 1 5 1 ;  Per Erik, 1 5 1  
RASK, A.G., 140; Emma Kristina, 140; Hilda Jo­
hanna tvlaria, 140 
RAStvlUSSON, Per., 41 ;  Rutger, 42 
REAGER, Dorothy, 82 
REED, William B., 34 
REENSTIERNA, Tycho Libert, 3 1 ,32 
REHNLUND, A., 138; tvl., 140 
RENNARE, Borje H:ll:ansson, 130 
RIDDER, Peter Hollender, 1,2 
RISING, Johan, 4,5,7,9, 10, 1 1 , 13 ,16, 17,18,21 , 1 14; 
121 , 122,123,124 
ROtvlSTRbtvl (see RAtvlSTROtvl) 
RONKAIN, tvlaria S., 138; Thomas, 138; Thomas 
Frank, 138 
ROOS, Johan Oscar, 94; Rosalie, 32 
ROOTH, Andrew, 144, 1 5 1 ;  Andrew, Jr. , 1 5 1 ;  
Kristina Svarsdotter, 1 5 1  
ROSALL, Edward P. , 92,95,96 
ROSBERG, Nels P., 72 
ROSE, Frederick, 34 
ROSENGREN, Charles G., 72 
ROSVALL, Ted, 1 85 
ROTH, Gunnar Olofsson, 128 
ROUGET, Emile, 18 1  
RUBACH, Fanny Josephine, 194 
RUDBURUS, Johan Jonsson, 127 
RUDtvlAN, Andreas, 122 
.. 
RULF, Clara J.L., 141 
RUNDBLAD, Jons, IOO 
RUNDQUIST, Carl Oscar, 138; Carolina, 138; 
J.A., 138 
RUNSTROM, Samuel Gustafsson, 161; Samu­
el Svensson, 1 57; Sara Catharina Samuels­
dotter, 1 59 
RUTGERSSON, Andreas, 41 
RUTSCH, Anna, 148;  Aug., 148;  Klara Wik­
toria, 148 
RYDELL, Anders Goran, !02; Anders Jonas­
son, 102; Anna Elisa, !02; Axel Henrik, 102; 
Axel Tolli, 102; Carl Gustaf, 102; John Wal­
fred, 102; Lars Henrik, !02; Maria Christina, 
!02; Martha Elvira, 102; Oscar Kristen, 102; 
Theolinda Maria, 102 
RYDIN, Hedvig Margareta Gustafsdotter, 155 
RYSS, Augusta Eklund, 144; Carl Fredriksson, 
144; Charles, 1 50, 15 1 ;  Dina (Anna?), 144; Fre­
drik, 144, 15 1  
RYSTROM, Nils, IOI 
s 
SAFSTROM, Hadda, 147; John, 147 
SAHLQUIST, John Oscar, 201,202 
SAKTMODIG, Olof Torbjomsson, 130 
SAMUELSDOTTER, Britta Stina, 42; Lovisa, 
156 
SAMUELSON, Alexander, 72; Andrew M., 
72; Charles, 72; Charles A., 73; John, 73 
SANDAHL, August Wilhelrn, 94 
SANDBERG, Andrew, 73; Alma Charlotta 
Bjork, 149; Carl Erik, 149; Carl Fredrik, 149; 
Gustaf, 73; Linus Alexander, 203 
SANDEL, Andreas, 8 1  
SANKULA, Stefanus, 138 
SAUNDERS, William, 34 
SCHAGGEN, Johan Thorsson, 132 
SCHNEEWEISS, Jorgen, 10 
SCHNEIDER, Betsy J., 202 
SCOTT, Joyce M., 47 
SCUPHAM, John R., 179 
SEAHOLM, Bob, !OS; Marge, 105 
SEDERLUND, Alma Serafia, 140; Carl Al­
fred, 140,148; Ida, 140, 148,154; Martin Tean­
der, 140,154; S.A., 140, 148,154 
SEGERSTROM, John G., 34 
SETTERDAHL, Lilly, 89 
SEYMOUR, Ann, 8 1  
SHERMAN, W.T, 169,170 
SIBERG, Lisa, 163 
SILFVERSPARRE, Axel, 63,76, 169, 170,1 8 1 ;  
Gustaf, 1 8 1  
SIMU, Fredrik Frans, 109 
SJOBLOM, Anna M., 145; Ester Maria, 145; 
O.M., 145 
SJOMAN, Johannes, 104 
SKOFVEL, Johan (see FISK, Johan) 
SKOG, A.P., 149 
SKOSTER, Hakan Larsson, 129 
SKRINDE, Anna Petrina, 140; Arndt Melvin, 
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140; L. Olsen, 140 
SKRYNNE, Anna, 140 
SKUTE, Christina, S; Johan, S; John, S; Magda­
lena, 5; Sven Svensson, 3,4,S,I0,15 , 131  
SNICKARE, Nils Andersson, 19 
SODERBERG, Alma Maria, 147,152; Carl, 147; 
J.A., 147; Kristina Lovisa, 147; Kristina S., 147; 
Kristina Sofia, 152; Lovey Emily Josephine, 147; 
P., 147; Pet., 152 
SODERGREN, Johan, 192 
SOFRESSON, Nils, l l7 
SPANSK, Lisa Andersdotter, 190 
STALKOFTA, Johan Andersson, IS 
STAFFANSSON, Zacharias (see ANDERSSON, 
Zacharias) 
STANLEY, M.L. (Mrs.), 165 
STARKLOFF, Hugo, 49,73 
STEFFANSSON, Steffan, 90 
STENBERG, Fr. A., 145; Maria Sofia,138; Mathil­
da, 145; Oscar Alvin, 145 
STENSSON, Anders, 43 
STIDDEM, Timen, l l7,126,127 
STILLE, Axel Petersson, 1 32; Christina, 5;  Ella 
Olofsdotter, 17; John, 5; Mruten, 5; Olof, 121  
STOLT, Anders Svensson, 157 
STONE, Hulda Josephine, 107 
STRID, Anton Melcher (see STRID, Walter); 
Walter, 73 
STROBEL, Gabriella, 36 
STROM, Robert, 202 
STURCK, Hans Petersson, 126,127 
STUYVESANT, Peter, 4,5,7,10,16,17,l l5,122, 1 3 1  
SUNDBERG, Maria Christina, 1 88 ;  Peter J., 74 
SUNDSTROM, E.G., 1 39; Edla, 139; Sigr. Johan­
na, 139 
SUTTER, OJ., 139 
SVANBERG, A., 143; Anna Mathilda, 143; Axel 
Ferdinand, 143; Clara Augusta, 143; J., 143; Ro­
bert Franklin, 143 
SVEDBERG, Jesper, 120 
SVENNINGSDOTTER, Karin, 162 
SVENONIUS, Johan Gustaf, 99 
SVENSDOTTER, Anna Cajsa, 155; Annika, 162; 
Brita, 130; Christina, 157; Elin, 161,163; Gunilla, 
160, 163; Ingeborg, 1 59; Karin, 42, 157; Kerstin, 
99,163; Lisa, 89; Margareta, 161 ;  Stina, 1 58 
SVEN[S]ON, Almida, 150; Alwin Godfrey, 142; 
Anders, 160; Bengt, 159; Carol, 108; Christian, 42; 
Elemina, 150; Ellen Nathalia, 106; Gabriel, 43; 
Gerda Hildegard, 106; Gustaf, 145,146; Hans, 38; 
Hilda Olga Signe Constance, 106; Hilmer Rupert 
Leonard, 106; J., 144; J.E., 153; Jacob, 4,18, 19;  
Jenny Laurentia, 106; Jeppa (Jeppe), 99;  Jons, 
156; Johanna Christina, 192; Johanna M., 149; 
Johanna Maria, 142; John, 108; John A., 142,149; 
John Edgar, 142,149; Joyce, !08; Klara Maria, 48; 
Magnus, 165; Mathilda, 1 53;  Mathilda Christina, 
167; Nancy, !08; Patty 108; Per, 99; Peter August, 
!06; Sven, 1 19,132, 1 8 1 ;  Tekla Maria, 106; Tho­
mas, 108; Timothy, 108; Tore, 160 
SVERKSTROM, Anna Maria Eriksson, 146; 
Annie Maranda, 146; Lars Erik, 146 
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SWAN, Johan, 34 
SWANSON, Anne G., 46; Gustaf, 46; John W., 
46; John Walter, 46; Nils P., 1 8 1 ;  Sven M., 1 8 1 ;  
Swan, 1 1 9  
SWENS[S]ON, Bengt, 74; Erick, . 74; John E., 74· Nils Peter (see SWANSON, Nils P.); Swen, 
75'. Swen G., 75; Swen Magnus (see SWAN­
SON, Sven M.) 
SWORD, Andrew, 182 
T 
TANNER, Benjamin, 78,80; Helen J., 79; John, 
78 79,80,8 1,82,83,84,85,87 
THOMASSON, Jacob, 20; Marten, 1 1 ;  Pehr, 
90 
THOMPSON, William, 34 
THOMSON, Andrew, 34 
THORNBERG, Herbert, 108 
THORSSON, Olof, 132 
TIBERG, Peter J., 75 
TIMMERMAN, Anders (see ANDERSSON, 
Anders) 
TORNVALL, Anders, 161 
TORBERNTSSON, Andreas, 39; Bernt An­
dreasson, 38 
TORESDOTTER, Karin, 164; Maret, 158 
TORESSON, Anders, 163 
TORKELSDOTTER, Malena, 41  
TORKELSSON, Gunne, 128 
TORNLAND, Andrew, 34 
TORSTENSDOTTER, Ingeborg, 163; Inge­
gerd, 158 
TORSTENSON, Christian, 1 39; Peder, 139;  
Petra, 1 39 
TOTT Chrisler, 1 17 ;  Erik Tonnesson, 1 17 
TOTTE, Christian (see TOTT, Christer); Erik 
Ackesson (see TOTT, Christer) 
TRAGARDH, Ludvig (see TRAGARTH, Le­
wis); Sven Mattisson, 182 
TRAGARTH, Lewis, 182 
TROTZIG, Peter, 4, 10,1 19, 126,127,128 
TRUEDSSON, Jons, 109; Per, 109; Sven, 109 
TRUMPETER, Anders (see HOMMAN, An­
ders Andersson) 
TYCK, Rutger Fransson, 8 
u 
UGGLA, Borje Persson, 129 
ULFSDOTTER, Annika, 161 
UNONIUS, Gustaf, 9 
V 
VASS, Sven Hlikansson, 19,20 
VELANDER, S., 138 
VISTRAND, Ingrid, 104 
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W, Z 
WAHLEN, Lars, 89 
W ANGGARD, Rune, 203 
WAGER, Henry B. ,  75 
WAHLBORG, Louis, 182 
WAHLUND, Alma, 149, 152; Alma Beata, 13�. 
149 ;  Alma Gustava, 143 , 154; Augusta Amalia, 
1 37;  Emanuel, 1 36, 1 52; Gustaf Andersson, 1 34, 
1 35, 1 36,138, 149, 1 52; Hilma Laura, 1 36,149; Jo­
hanna, 135, 142; Johanna Magnusso.n, 154; Johan­na Olivia, 1 37, 143, 154; Laura Sofia, 137; Mana 
Elisabeth, 1 35,137, 143; Mina Gustava, 1 37;  Olof 
Petter Andersson, 135,137,143 , 154; Oscar Gustaf 
Adolph, 136, 152 
WALDSCHMIDT, ---, 8 1  
WALLBLOM, Johanna Mathilda, 93 
WALLENBORG, Katharina, 106 
WALLGREN, Anders Svensson, 161  
WALLIN, Adelia Alvida, 140; Anna Kathanna, 
140; Johan, 9 1 ;  John, 1 5 1 ;  John P., 140; Joseph 
Emanuel, 140,151  
WARNER, William, Jr., 5 
WASHINGTON, George, 85 
WASMUND, Sharon A. Lindholm, 204 
WAYNE, Anthony, 84,86 
WENSTRAND, Nels P., 75 
WENNBERG, Margareta, 94 
WERNSTROM, Charlotta Christina, 35 
WESTBURG, John, 34 
WESTERBLAD, John A., 76 
WESTERLUND, Anders, 1 82 ;  Andrew, 76; 
Charles F., 32,34,36; Erik Andersson, 76, 1 82; 
Hans, 76; M.A.E., 36; Petronella, 36 
WESTMAN, J., 34; William, 34 
WESTRING, Adelie Rebecka, 148; Anna K., 148; 
Olof 148 . WESTROM, Carl Erik, 145; Charlotta Mathilda, 
145; Erik Alfred, 145 
WHEELER, Andrew, 123; Anne, 123; John. 123, 
132; Samuel, 123 
WHITE, ---, Bishop, 80 
WICK, Pauline Maria, 103 
WICKENBERG, Chester, 32; Emil A., 30; Fabian 
Reinhold, 30,32,34; Nils Magnus, 30; Per Abra­
ham, 30 
WICKMAN, Charles H., 204; Charles Mag., 204 
WIKEN, Erik, 78,79,88,93 
WIKMAN (see WICKMAN) 
WILLBERG, Daniel, 76 
WILLEMSEN, Hendrick, 1 1 8 
WILLIAMSON, C(h)arles, 1 54; Edith Cecilia, 
154; Wilhelmina, 154 
WILLMAN, Gustaf, 76 
WILSON, Harvey, 92,93,94,95 
WINBERG, John Wilhelm, 34,36 
WINLOF, Nils, 182 
WISKEMANN, Julia, 36 
WISS, Alice, 166, 167 
WITHE, Elizabeth Euen, 79 
WYMAN, Peter S . ,  182, 183 
von ZANTHIER, Sophia Carolina Christiana Fre­
drika Augusta Agneta, 197 
• 
Index of Place Names 
Note: Swedish place names beginning with letters A, A and b are indexed as Aa, Ae 
and Oe. For the Swedish names the county or ldn is coded according to the following system: 
A= Stockholm (city) 

























For U.S. place names the official U.S. postal state abbrevations apply. 
A 
Abo, Fin., 13 
Adals-Liden (Y), 186 
Afiird (P), 159,163 
Aker (F), 191 
Aland, Fin., 13,128 
Alem (H), 198 
Aloppe (C), 91 
Amjolkebo (F), 97,99, 
100 
Ammeberg (T), 202 
Angarp (R), 1 13,129 
Angermanland, 129 
Arumskog (P), 167 
Apparp (F), 100 
�ling (S), 189 
Arred (P), 159 
Aseda (G), 187 
Asen (Y), 198 
Adelov (F), 107, 186 
Adrian, Ml, 189 
Algaras (P), 136 
Alvestad (T), 201 
Alvsborg ldn, 9,157-
164 
Angeberget (P), 155 
Artemark (P), 191,193, 
199 




Alameda Co., CA, 187 
Ale-Skovde (P), 156 
Alfta (X), 56,69,90 
Algutsboda (G), 199 
Alingsas (P), 155-160, 
162,164 
Almesakra (F), 54 
Alno (Y), 204 
Alsike (C), 1 18 
Alster (S), 165 
Altona, IL, 89 
Altoona, WI, 202 
Amsterdam, Ho!., 4,18, 
19, 115,118,119,122, 
126,127 




Aneby (F), 189 
Antelope Co., NE, 46 
Antigua, W. Indies, l 
Apton, CA, 44 
Arboga (U), 118,130, 
197 
Areberg (P), 150 
Arkansas, 49,50 
Akansas Post, AR, 170 
Arod (O), 39 
Aronameck, PA, 17 
Askersund (T), 199 
Askeryd (F), 18 
Askome (N), 200 
Atlanta, GA, 170, 171,  
176,183 
Attarp ( ?), 116 
Augusta Co., VA, 82 
Axelstorp (L), 176 
B 
Backaryd (K), 26 
Biickered (P), 158 
Bastorp (P), 156,160 
Balimore, MD, 195 
Baltimore Co., MD, 15 
Baraga, MI, 191 
Barkeryd (F), 93,194, 
200 
Barva (D), 200 
Bass Lake, WI, 153 
Bay Co., MI 188 
Bayport, NY, 37 
Bay Shore NY, 37 
Bear Lake, MI, 186 
Bello (F), 57 
Bennington, VT, 194 
Bergen, Nor., 46 
Bergkvara (G), 195 
Bergsharnmar (D), 192 
Bergsjo (X), 53,76,179, 
182 
Bergsmala (K), 200 
Bergsviken (BD), 203 
Bergunda (G), 195 
Berks Co., PA 80,81,82, 
83 
Berlin, IL, 52,54,60-64, 
72,73,74 
Berwick, IL, 64 
Big Rapids, MI, 190 
Billingsfors (P), 191 
Bishop Hill, IL, 51,53,56, 
58,70,74,89,90,91 
Biskopskulla (C), 90 
Bismarck, ND, 203 
Bjiilkhult (M), 97 
Bjiiraryd (K), 23 
Bjorkekiirr (P), 160,162, 
164 
Bjorkvik (D), 188,198 
Bjorlanda (0), 187 
Bjorsiiter (E), 90 
Bjurholm (AC), 190 
Bleket (0), 38,39 
Blekinge, 34,65 
Blidsberg (P), 156,157, 
159,161,164 
Blistorp (L), 98 
Blombacka (S), 165 
Bloomfield, NE, 199 
Blue Island, IL, 169 
Bluffton, MN 134,139 
Bokevik (K), 186 
Bone (P), 157,159,161, 
163 
Borserud (S), 165 
Borstig (R), 158,194 
Borstil (B), 36 
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Bogesund (P), 1 30 
Bohusllin, 158,201 
Bolivar, TN, 49,52,56, 
57,63,68,71 
Bollnas (X), 58,129 
Borg (E), 129 
Boston, MA, 92,93,94, 
1 96 
Botetout Co., VA, 83 
Bottnaryd (F), 2 
Boulder, CO, 97, 188 
Bralanda (P), 1 36, 137 
Bratelycke (K), 1 90 
Brakne-Hoby (K), 25, 
26,1 95,198 
Braue (P), 8 
Brainerd, MN, 133,1 34, 
135,138,139,140,141 ,  
1 90 
Brandenburg, Ger., 16  
Brandstad (M), 197 
Brandywine, PA, 85 
Braunschweig, Ger., 
1 94 
Bredestad (F), 163 
Bringetofta (F), 167 
Brismene (R), 156, 1 57, 
159, 162 
Bristol, MA, 155 
Bristol, RI, 155 
British Columbia, Can., 
186 
Broan (P), 1 57 
Brobacka (P), 160,162 
Broby (L), 68 
Broholm (R), 162 
Brooklyn, NY, 37,104, 
188, 1 93 , 196 
Brookston, PA, 187 
Brosvik (P), 156 
Brunnby (M), 1 95 
Brunnsered (P), 155,157 
Buffalo, NY, 204 
Burnett Co., WI, 134 
C 
Cadiz, Spain, 126 
Calcasien Parish, LA, 
200 
Caldwell, KS, 188 
Calgary, Can., 48 
California, 89,94,167, 
199 
Cambria, PA, 200 
Camp Butler, IL, 62 
Camp Sherman, MS, 
182 
Camp Yates, IL, 75 
Canada, 48, 145,188 
Cape Girardeau, MO, 
220 
169 
Cape Hatteras, NC, 
172,174,178 
Cape Henlopen, DE, 125 
Carlton, MN, 193 
Cascade City, MT, 192 
Cecil Co., MD, 123 
Centralia, WI, 188 
Charleston, SC, 29,30,3 1 ,  
32,33,35,36 
Chattanooga, TN, 170, 
174 
Chehalis Co., WA, 189 
Chicago, IL, 25 ,32,44,45 
46,54,57,58,62,66,69,7 1 ,  
75,76,90,97 ,98, I 04, 106, 
107, 144, 147, 155, 169-
189, 191 , 192, l 93, l 97, 1 98 
200,201 ,204 
Cincinnati, OH, 64,90 
Clam Falls, WI, 146,147 
Clarinda, IA, 198 
Clearfield Co., PA, 200 
Clifton, TX, 194 
Collingwood, MN, 187 
Colorado, 199 
Columbia, SC, 31 
Compton, MN, 133, 134, 
139,141 
Cook Co., IL, 46,169, 196 
Copenhagen, Den., I 
Corinth, MS, 49,170, 174, 
175 
Costa Rica, 126 
Cottonwood, CA, 198 
Crane Hook, DE, 121  
Cranston, RI, 155 
Crookston, MN, 203 
Croton Landing, NY, 1 87 
Crow Wing Co., MN, 
134 
Currie, MN, 103 
D 
Dalarna, 31 
Dalby (S), 48 
Dallas, GA, 171  
Dalsland, 4 
Danstorp (P) 161, 163 
Dassel, MN, 198 
Delano, CA, 196 
Delta Co., MI, 198 
Denmark, 1 1 3, 178 
Denver, CO, 26,1 90, 191 ,  
1 98 
Dickinson, ND, 195 
Dingtuna (U), 4 
Djurrod (L), 97 
Djursdala (H), 59 
Dockum, Hol., 122 
Douglasville, PA, 81  
Dubuque, IA, 91 
Duluth, MN, 1 03, 104, 191 ,  
203 
Dunnom Lake, WI, 142, 
143 
E 
East Patchogue, NY, 37 
East Providence, RI, 155 
Eatontown, NJ, 201 
Eau Claire, WI, 103 
Ed (S), 108 
Edina, MN 92,108 
Edshult (F), 55,61 
Egeby (T), 1 93 
Ekby (R), 89 
Ekeby (E), 54 
Ekesgardet (R), 159 
Ekornaryd (P), 161  
Eksjo (F), 196 
Elgin, IL 32 
Elgin, NE, 46 
Elizabethtown Point, NJ, 
86 
Elkton, MD, 85 
Elmdale, MN, 138 
Emerson, NE, 202 
Emmislov (L), 55 
Eneby (E), 72 
England, 8 1  
Eringsboda (K), 200 
Eskilsater (S), 45 
Essex, IA, 167 
F 
Fagerhult (F), 167 
Fassberg (0), 129, 130 
Faggered (P), 158, 160 
Fairchild, WI, 46 
Fairview, PA, 204 
Falkenberg (N), 19 1 , 195 
Falkoping (R), 185 
Falskog (P), 163 
Falun (W), 109 
Farhult (M), 1 95 
Fellingsbro (T), 200 
Fidalgo, 1 90 
Filipstad (S), 1 93 
Fingranstrom (B), 36 
Finland, 13, 1 5, 130 
Fivlered (P), 155, 1 56,157 
Fjalkestad (L), 67 
Fjaras (N), 1 90 
Fjarestad (M), 1 86 
Flatholm (R), 159 
Fleninge (M), 71 
Flisby (F), 167 
Fliseryd (H), 53 
Florence, OR, 37 
• 
F1ugenlis (P), 158,160 
Forlanda (N), 200 
Fogdakarr (K), 26 
Forshem (R), 1 93 
Fort Alvsborg (0), 20 
Fort Altena (see Fort 
Christina) 
Fort Casimir, DE, 4,5,10 
16,1 1 7, 122,123, 13 1 , l32 
Fort Christina, DE, 2,5, 
6,7 ,8,9, 1 1 , 12,1 3, 14, 1 5, 
16, 18 , 19,20,21 ,8 1 , 1 14, 
1 15,1 18 , 1 1 9, 123,124 
Fort Donelson, TN, 49 
Fort Elfsborg, DE, 4,6, 
7,8,9, 1 1 , 1 3, 14, 15,16,17, 
1 8,20, 1 1 5, 1 16, 1 17, 1 1 8, 
125,1 3 1  
Fort Elliot, TX, 1 96 
Post Henry, TN, 49 
Fort Korsholrn, 10 
Fort New Gothenburg, 
8,9,1 0, 1 1 , 1 9  
Fort Pickering, TN, 1 8 1  
Fort Ripley, MN,  140 
Fort Sheridan, IL, 193 
Fort Trinity, DE, 4,5,7, 
10, 1 1  
Fort Worth, TX, 1 95 
Foss (0), 189 
Frlinninge (M), 97,98, 
99,100 
France, 46,78,79,85,86 




Fremont, IA, 167 
Frewsburg, NY, 1 86 
Frosthult (U), C 
Frykslinde (S), 1 96 
Fullerton, CA, 108 
Fulton Co., IL, 24 
G 
Giistrikland, 65 
Gavle (X), 90,91 , 1 94 
Galena, IL, 17 3 
Galesburg, IL, 23,24, 
25,49-77,97,169,172, 
175,176,177, l 78,l 82, 
1 84,1 97 
Galva, IL, 45 
Galveston, TX, 200 
Garnrnalkil (E), 1 90 
Garnrnalstorp (K), 23, 
26,27 ,59,69,71 ,75 
Garnrnalstorp (P), 162, 
164 
Garnrnelgarn (I), 1 92 
Geneva, IL, 169, 178 
Gennlis, Fin., 3 
Georgia, 170,173, 1 87 
German.y, 15,55,73 
Gislarp (P), 163 
Gladharnrnar (H), 1 99 
Glimakra (L), 53,63,70 
Gloucester, MA, 191  
Gloucester Co., NJ, 15 
Gnarp (X), 68 
Gokalund (?), I 05 
Goteborg (OA), l ,2, 14-
2 1 ,30,32,33,34,35,36, 
44,45,88,89,90,93,94, 




Goteborg & Bohus fan, 
163 
Goodhue Co., MN, 192 
Gotha, FL, I 07 
Gotland, 1 87,1 93 
Grand Forks, ND, 1 98 
Grand Rapids, MI, 165, 
192 
Granite Falls, MN, 187 
Grantsburg, WI, 1 33,138 
140, 141,142,143,146,147 
148,149,150,15 1 , 154 
Grava (S), 1 92 
Gravesend, NY, 124 
Grevie (L), 1 91 
Grinstad (P), 39,40,42,43 
Groeryd (G), 95 
Grums (S), 108 
Gryt (L), 7 1  
Grythyttan (T), 194 
Gullered (P), 157,1 59, 
161  
Gunnarskog (S), 1 88 
Gyllerud (S), 1 92 
H 
Hagegardet (R), 1 59 
Haiti, 1 97 
Halland, 67, 189, 193, 195 
Halmstad, 1 87,192 
Harn Lake, MN, 136 
Hamburg, Ger., 8,18,90 
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Kattan, 125,128 , 13 1  
Maria, 90 
Martin, 32 
Mercurius, 3,9, 15, 1 14 
Minner, 91  
Minsk, 109 
Oregon, 91  
Patterson, 199 
St. Jacob, 18,19 
Samuel E. Springs, 187 
Svea, 91 
Swan, l ,2,4,5,6,7,8,9, 1 1 ,  
12, 14, 1 8,19,20,2 1 , 1 14, 
1 16, 1 17, 1 1 8, 120, 121 , 122, 
123,124, 125, 1 3 1  
Themis, 95 
-oOo-
Addendum to Personal and Place Names 
Addendum to Index 
of Personal Names 
ANDERSDOTTER, Augusta Eleonora, 
205 
ANDERSSON, Carl Johan, 205; Carl Os­
car, 205; Hilma Sophia, 205 
BERN, Hal, 205; John Johnson, 205 
BERNTSSON, Johannes, 205 
BRYNGELSSON, Maja, 205 
BURMEISTER, Roberta, 206 
CARLSDOTTER, Selma Catharina, 206 
GABRIELSDOTTER, Eva Catharina, 206 
ISAKSSON, Carl Anders Svensson, 206 
JOHANNESSON, Andreas, 205; Johannes, 
205; Jonas (see BERN, John Johnson) 
JOHANSDOTTER, Anna Lovisa, 206; 
Christina Sophia, 206 
JOHANSSON, Josephina Charlotta, 205 
JONASSON, August, 206 
NELSON, R.D., 206 
NEWMAN, John, 206; John Emil (Ed­
ward), 206 
NILSDOTTER, Lovisa, 206; Maja Lisa, 
206; Thilda Lovisa, 206 
NILSSON, Carl Emil Frithiof, 206; Gustaf 
Reinhold, 206; Johanna Nilsdotter, 206 
NYMAN (see NEWMAN) 
OLSON, Olga, 206 
WILL, Theresa, 206 
WINBERG, Alfrid Johansson, 205; Johan 
Justus, 205; Peter, 205; Severin, 205 
ZAKRISDOTTER, Eva Sophia, 205 
-oOo-
Addendum to Index 
of Place Names 
Albia, IA, 206 
Australia, 206 
Boras (P), 205 
Chicago, IL, 206 
Eksjo (F), 206 
Galesburg, IL 205 
Goteborg (OA), 205 
Grolanda (R), 205 
Hfillestad (P), 205 
Holsljunga (P), 205 
Iowa, 206 
Knutby (B), 205 
Longview, WA, 205 
Los Angeles, CA, 206 
Malmback (F). 205 
Mellby (F), 206 
Minnesota, 206 
New York, NY, 206 
Ottumwa, IA, 205,206 
Seattle, WA, 206 
Smaland, 205 
Torpa (P), 205 
Vetlanda (F), 206 
227 
Now Avai lable ! ! !  
The greatly expanded, enhanced and 
revised edition of 
Swedish Passenger Arrivals in 
the United States 1820-1850 
by 
Nils William Olsson and Erik Wiken 
Published by the Royal Library in Stockholm in its 
prestiguous series Acta BibliothectE RegitE Stocholmiensis 
-0-
This volume, comprising more than 630 pages of information, 
lists the more than 5,000 Swedish nationals who arrived in America 
in the early period of immigration. Of these arrivals the majority 
have been identified as to their origin, including hundreds of early 
colonizers in the famous Swedish settlement at Bishop Hill, Illinois. 
-0-
This editon comes bound in hard covers and may be ordered from SAG 
Publications, P.O.Box 2 1 86,  Winter Park, Florida 32790 at the price of $65 .00 
including handling and shipment. Florida residents please add 6 % sales tax. 
He abolished 
Man '.s vested freedom 
to seek vengeance 
for blood shed in feud 
and secured by law 
the sanctify 
of the home. 
the clwrd1 
,md tlie l11wco11rts. 
He ordained for women 
their rights 
to security 
and to heritage. 
He fortified 




Regent ot Sweden 1 250- 1 Zoo. 
Hotel Birger Jarl 
Stockholm 
Make Our Hotel Your 
Headquarters 
While Searching Your 
Roots in Sweden. 
225 rooms with bath/shower, TV and radio 
Conference rooms for groups from 10 to 1 50 persons 
Private banquet facilities for 225 guests 
Garage 
Centrally located - Tulegatan 8 at Jarlaplan 
Address: Box 1 9016, S- 104 32 Stockholm, Sweden 
Telephone + 46 8 674 10 00 
Fax + 46 8 673 73 66 
Internet: www.birger jarl.se 
The hotel was renovated in 1996 
• 
-
Scandinavia is our home. We offer more flights to 
Scandinavia year-round than any other airl ine.  
... 
We fly non stop from New York, Chicago, Los Angeles 
and Seattle with convenient connections to cities 
throughout Scandinavia. 
Ask your travel agent about SAS' vacation packages, 
frequent schedules and low air fares or cal l SAS, 
tol l free 1-800-221-2350. ,r • 
J 
h • •• � :.�--r... . . 
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